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Only 2,339 Show Voting Interest;
Solomon Elected CounCil President
Thirty-five per cent ri the
boctY elected. Spencer
Solomon, Benton, over Jay Ray~
burn, Murray, by 83 votes in a
closely contested race for the
student Organization presidency
Thursda;y.
Solomon received 1,191 votes
to Rayburn's 1,108.
The race for vice-presidency
was still undecided at press time
yesterday.
Tom Mayberry, w))o received
804 votes in Thursday's election,
was matched againstBobTanner,
who had received 618, in the
run-off election
Others receiving votes for
vice-president Thursday w e r e
Dick Smith, 429, and Donald
Stevenson, 366.
The secretarial race was also
undecided by Thursday's election.
sara Jo Wood, who received
892 votes in the original campaign, sb:uggled against R i t a
Hurd, who ha.d received 816, in
yesterday's runoff.
Rosemary Goad, another candidate for secretary, received
549 votes in Thursday's balloting.
(Continued on Page 2)
student

SOPHOMORE R EPRESENTATIVES .•• . • Here are three happy
winners after the Student Org1nization elections Thursday. They
are (left to right) Kathy Rayburn, Murray; Tom McClure,
Erlanger; and Treva Everly, Rockport. Miss Everly received the
most votes over the other eight candidates, and therefore will also
be on the Class Assembly. Miss Rayburn wu second and McClure
was third.

•
AnnuaI S1gma Chi Show ~.:.!:~17.:=.~':";::'.:.'::::.:.~=·=.-·-·
Time'
s
'
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TWO ELECTED ••• •. Tom Shay (left), Sudbury, M.lls.s., waa
elect.d treasurer of the Student Organization Thursct.y, and

l

By Stv Leschlnsky
If anyone ever said, "You can't

judge a production from its
audience, •' this sure held ture

TWINS? . • • What looks like
twin brothers Is a double ex·
posure picture of Danny Row·
land, Murray, as he entertained
the audience during Sigma Chi's
Last R8$ort.

Johnson Will Hold
Tryouts on Campus
For Summer Stock

with last weeks production of
"The Last Resort."
The a1,1dience was q.J.lte small,
being COllUXlSed mostly of Sigm'l
Chis, thier wives, and girl
friends.
The Sigma Chi who peaked out
or the curtain probably was not
too impressed, but as his head
went back behind the curtain,
the audience grew for the 8
o'clock performence.
I really didn't know what to
expect when I overheard what
appeared to be a Sigma Chi say.
• • •"We used to have a lot of
talent," but 1 was pleasantly
surprised from the beginning tmtil the end of the performance.
The band got us iz:1 the right
mood with its brisk, lively sound.
I wish I knew if the guitar player
got as much pleasure from his
chewing gum as the audience did
from his performance.
Ed Frank Jeffrey set the scene
for the skits revolving around
"A Look at MSU."
I was dumbfounded when an
Alpha Gamma Delta screamed
out of the curtain. It turned out
to be the story of ''Cool Head
Coed," an unfortunate who is
still serving campuses this year
after graduating last spring.
That poor girl could never win.
(CGntlnued on P..- I )

Student Opinions on April24

Murray State students will have
an opportunity to vote on issues
of national importance April 24
in Time m1gazine•s "Choice •68"
collegiate poll, according to Jay

Ranger Company
Assists in Clean-up
Of Dexter Tornado
The Ranger Company spent
ThiU'sday helping the victims of
the tornado wblcb stntck the
Dexter community Wednesday.
Assisting the Ranger Company
were members of the Pershing
Rifles, other ROTC cadets, and
members of the football team,
who volunteered thf.lir services.
Accompaning the r e s c u e
squads to Dexter, the Rangers
and other volunteers from Murray State handled traffic, cleared
debris, and assisted in the rounding-up or livestock lost in the disaster.
The Rangers also worked with.
the power company in traffic
control and the restoring or electric services.
The volunteers spent the entire
day in assisting the victims.

~

Rayburn, Judicial Board chair-

man.
All students enrolled for credit are eligible to vote. This

Runoff Necessary
In Facuity Election
For Regent's Post

includes graduate, professional,
and patt.;.ttrne students.
Students must present their ID
cards at time of voting to insure that they only vote once.
Voters mzy use pencils, pens,
or other pointed objects tn punch
A run-off election to choose a
the ballots. (A sample ballot is
on Page 11 of today' s News.) faculty representative to the
Write-ins can be made only Board ri Regents was held yesfor the first choice in the pre- terday from 8: 30 to 4: 30 in the
sidential.prererence section. No Registrar's Office.
The facult;y members on the
writ&-ins will be permittedonthe
ballot were Dr. Howard Giles,
referenda qtestions.
This will be the most detailed economics head; Mr.RobertHenand comprehensive vote tab- don, agricultltt·e; and Dr. William G. Read, physics head.
ulation and analysis or any large
The run-off was held because
election ever held, according to none of the three received a
Time.
major icy · vote Friday. A motion
Univae will provide each. cam- stating that the winner must repus with results of its voting, ceive a majorit;y was made and
as well as national results. These carried at the faculcy meeting
will be mailed a few days after Wednesday.
the balloting.
Nominations t or the position
Results will be announced na- could be make by aey faculty
tionally the first week in May or stat1 member with the rank
on all maJor televisionnetworks. of assistant proCessor, associate
Local results should be avail- prriessor, or professor.
able for the May 8 issue of
(Cantlnuecl on P ... 2)
'l'he News.

I

Tryouts will be held for the
Murray State UniversitySumme:r
Theater Company at 7 p.m. April
24 in the Auditorium.
Mr. Robert Johnson, drama
division and managing director
or the company, explained thai
anyone who is 16 years old and
older is welcome to try out Cor

parts.

Members of the repertory company will receive a salary and
will also be able to complete a
total of six semester hours in
Drama 182, 183, 500, or 501.
Mr. Johnson, who will be assisteQ by associate director Fred
Coggin, explained that two plays
will be presented during a 10week run beginning June 28.
People trying out Cor the casts
should bring their own material
or read what is available tothem
that night.
The plays will be presented
at the Ken Lake Amphitheater.

OUTDOOR ENTERTAINMENT •• . •. The Lovin' Spoonfuls will
appear May 19 in an open-air concert In Cutchin Stadium. This
concert will b. in hootenanny style. The stage will be roped off at
one end, and if s!udents prefer they can bring their blankets to

sit on. Price of tickets for students, alumni, faculty, staff, and ad·
ministration will be 50 cents. Tickets for high school students and
others will be $l.

Wednesday, April 10, 1968

Solomon Heads SO . . .

Marquess, Whittle
Appointed Regents
Two men have been named to
the Board of Regents by Gov.
Louie B. Nunn.
Mr. Carl Mar(Jlees, director
of the Paducah Municipal Housing Commission since 1954, wUl
succeed Mr. Bob T. Long, Benton who has been a member of
the' Board for the pa-st eight
years.
The announcement apparently
came as a surprise to both men.
Mr. Joe Whittle, Leitchfield,
was also appointed to the Board.
The Grayson County attorney will
succeed .Ju(\Se Claude II. Hall
also an eight year member of
the Board.
Mr. Mar(Jless graduated from
Murray State in 1948 after serving three ye;u-s in the Marine
Corps.
Mr. Whittle is a graduate of
Centre College.

Faculty Regent
(c:..ttnu.d from , ... 1)

T he eight nominees were:
Dr. Wayoo Beasley, history, 14
votes; Mr. R. W. Farrell, fine
arts, 8 votes; Dr. Howard Giles,
economics, 41 votes.
Dr. Ben Humphreys, psyche>
logy, 23 votes; Dr. James Paar,
modern foreign languages, 11
votes; Dr. Joe Price, English,
12 votes; and Dr. William G.
Read, physics, 55 votes.
A total of 190 votes were
cast Friday,
The faculty regent wUl serve
a three-year term as a nonvoting member or lhe board. He
may make motions, second motions, and take part in discussion.
The next meeting of the board
is scheduled for April 15.
When The News went to press
yesterday the polls had not closed. If one or the candidates failed to obtain a majority, a second run-off will be held tomorrow.

(Continued from Page 1)
The run-otis became necessary when no student received
50 per cent ~ the votes cast on
these two races.
Tom Shay wa::; elected treasurer with 1,408 votes. His only
opponent, Ford Branch, received
667.
The three seniors who received the most votes for representative to the student Council were
Nancy Mullins, 213; Johnny Harrison, 199; and BevKalkbrenner,
177.
Others in the race were Rick
Fe:rnengcl, 154; Martin KactY,
130; stephanie Crookston, 127;
Donna White, 107; and Bill Davh.,
105.
Junior-class representatives
are Vivian Walton, 274; Max
Russell, 272; and Lanette Underwood, 245.
Others receiving votes were
Don Green, 177; Jim Demeyer,
171; Kathy Moler, 146; and Kim
Nelson, 142.
The trio selected to represent
the sophomore class are Treva
Everly, 380; Kathy Rayburn, 373;
and Tom McClure, 284.
Others receiving votes were
Dan Miller, 270; Phil Jones, 237;
Elizabeth Sanders, 208; Tom
Loyd, 190; and Clara Louise
Dreschel, 140.
A breakdown by classes shows
that in the election Cor general
officers, freshman favored Sole>
mon over Rayburn by a votes c:A
479 to 324.
They also cast 269 votes for
Mayberry, 216 Cor TIU'IIICr, 159
for Stevenson, and 143 for Smith,
in the vic~president.•s race.
For secretary they voted for

Miss Woods, 352; Miss Hurd,
308; and Miss Goad, 137.
Shay received 479 votes and
Branch received 266 in the race
for treasurer.
Sophomores favored Solomon
over Rayburn by a vote d 305
to 296.
For vic~president they cast
212 votes !or Mayberry, 182
for Tanner, 118 for Smith, and
78 Cor Stevenson.
In the secreta.l 'ial race, they
favored Miss Hurdwith234votes.
She was followed by Miss Wood
with 209 and Miss Goad with149.
Shay took 349 votes for trea~
surer, leaving Branch with 191.
The junior class, which cast
the largest percentage d the
votes, favored Rayburn over
Solomon by a vote oC 271 to 2:>1:1.
Mayberry
led tho vicepresidential candidates with 199
votes, Tanner was next with 120,
followed by Smith with 113 and
Stevenson with 77.
Miss Wood was the choice for
secretary with 182 votes, Miss
Goad was second with 176, and
Miss Hurd third with 161.
Shay defeated Branch by a vote
ot 359 to 113.
The seniors, who voted only
for general officers, chose Ray~
burn over Solomon by a vote c:A
210 to 149.
They tvored Mayberry with a
vote d 124 over Tanner's 100,
Smith's 65, and Stevenson's 52.
Miss Wood was the choice for
secretary with 149 votes over
Miss Hurd's 114 and Miss Goad's
87.
Shay took 221 votestoBranch's
96.
The total vote cast was 2, 339.
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SMOKED TENDERIZED

Since it's never in, it's never out.

HAMS

Each year the new cars come rolling
ou t with the latest frills.
Wow.
And each year the o ld Volkswagen
rolls out looking just the same.
Hohum.
But when the year goes by, new fads
soon outdate the old fads. And the hottestlooking car lost year is just that: the hottest-looking car last year.
But a VW is still justa VW. Not looking
up-to-date, but not looking out-of-date
either. ISo you'll never have a Has-Been
on your hands when you want to sell it.l
Instead of wasting time making the VW
look better, we spend our time making it
work better.
And this year there are dozens of ways
it works better. llncluding one that makes
it work easier: the automatic stick shift.*)
In the end, the choice is yours: pay a
big price for a year of glory.
Or a small price for a VW.

Whole

• Opllonol E.tro loll you Ortve Without A Clutch Pedal.

Carron Volkswagen, Inc.
800 Chestnut St. Murray Phone 753-8&50

AUTHOAlZ.I:D

ov.u;ll

lh. 49c
GRADE "A" YOUNG

TURKEYS
U.. 29c
SOUTHERN STAR

BACON
1-lb. pkg. 59c
Lowed Prices
Ill TowDI
Remember lt'a
The Total
on The Tape
Thai Co_.ts.
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'Becoming Human'
To Be Main Theme
Of UCM's Retreat
"What Does It Mean to Be
Human?" ls the theme of a
one-day study Retreat to be sponsored by the United Campus Ministry on Saturday, April 27, from
10 a.m. until 8 p.m.
"On Becoming Human," by
Mr. Ross Snyder, is the main resource or the theme.
"There is no virtue ln being
a clod," says .Mr. Snyder.
"To him liCe Is an opportunity
- a challenge - an aliveness.
1t is meant to be lived. All or
us are meant to be participants, not merely spectators.
And each of us is meant to be
a unique personality,"
The film "Superman or Cyberg" wlll also be shown.
The retreat wUl be held at
a secluded place just a short
distance out of town. Participants will meet at the UCM
and travel en masse.
All participants are expected
to be present the full time,
Cost is $2, which includes
the book and two meals.
Call 753-3531 for more intormation.

'fifth Cit ' Offers Youth
.y

.

.
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Today sUCM Luncheon Topac

SlO Weekend mChacago Will Be 'How to Promote Ideas'

A weekend in Chicago on $10'?
How is that possible'?
This offer is being m.1de by
the Ecum~nical Institute May 3-5,
in Chicago's famous inner-city
ghetto, Fifth Cit,y.
It is an intensive and radical
presentation of theological revolutlon.
"Do you know who.you .are or
what you plan to do m th1s pro.
sent age?"
The course will focus on the
basic spirit f1 the post-modern
world; problem.; of authentic sellunderstanding, decision-making,
vocational signlflcance, ~uman
relations and creativeparticlpation in civilization.
The aim is to enable the par~
tlcipants to think through for
themselves who they are and
·how they can Involve themselves
m the present age.
.
.
Cost to students for th1s tnp
-will be $10 plus meals en route
to and from Chicago. Meals and
lodging while at the institute are
included i~ the rcgistrati?n. fee .
The Umted Campus MlDlstry
will pay $5 d the registration

MARRIAGE SEMINAR ENDS:

$15 fee and will provide transportation without cost to the student.
Students are to pay $5 when
they register and the other $5
on May 3.
Those making travel plans
must be able to miss aU classes
on Friday, May 3. ThcywUlleave
about 6 a.m. that day and return
by midnight Sunday.
The session will begin with
supper Friday and end at noon
Sunday. The UCM will contact
the students' instructors about
Friday absences if the students
request it.
Travel will be by car with the
Rev. Cecil Kirk and the Rev.
Billy Williams driving. other
drivers will be recruted if needed.
Absolute registration deadline
will be Friday, April 26. If it
becomes necessary to limit the
number attending, preference
will be gives to those registering
e liest
a~hose' interested should call
the UCM ror further in!ormation.

"How to Advertise and ProChurch of Christ
mote Ideas" will be the topic
of Mr. L. H. Edmondson, diviDevotions will take place at
slon of journalism, at today's 6:05 p.m. on Thursday at the
UCM luncheon at 12:30 p.m.
University Church or Christ, A
Maundy Thursday Holy Com- trip to Paradise Friendly Home
munton will be held three times will follow.
tomorrow at the UCM Chapel.
/.The Christian Church (Disciples) tradition will take place
A communion service will be
at 7.
held at the Lutheran Church tomorrow, Maundy Thursday, at
. The Episcopal tradition will be 7:30p.m.
at 2 p.m.
Good Friday Vesper Service
The service according to the will be at 7:30 p.m. Friday,
Methodist tradition \Vill be at
Easter Festival Service will
9 p.m.
be held at 10:30 Sunday. Special
Each service lasting about music will be presented.
20 minutes will be open to anyone who wishes to participate.
Dr. Joseph Price, English department, will speak on "The
Place ot Responsible Dissent"
at the 12:30 p.m. luncheon on
Apl'il 24

"What Does It Mean to Be
Human?" is the theme for the
UCM'a One-Day Study Retreat
on April 27 from 10 a.m. until
8 p.m. . For more Information
call 753-3531.
••st. Joan" by George Bernard Shaw will be presented bv
tho Alpha-offiega . Players or
North Hollywood, Calif., at the
First Methodist Church on April
30, at 7:30p.m. The program Is
great, and the parents aren't Cree to all.
so heavily indebted."
Before ending the series, Mr.
Chrlati1n Science
Kirk commented once again on
religion. He said the problem
The Christian Science College
of different religions should be Organization will hold its weeksettled before marriage.
ly meeting at 6 p.m. tomorrow at
"Since we never know what its center on Farmer Avenue
tomorrow will bring. it is a and North 17th Street. The subgood idea to make religion a ject wtll be "Protection."
part f1 your lite. Then if some1tilng should happen you would
have the comfort of your minister and concerned friends."
ln answer to a question about
marriage and the draft, Mr. Kirk
said: "None r1 us can say what
lies ahead. if we all worked
under the premise that our lives
are limited we would probably
give more to each other. So
I would say If there is commitment and love, a couple should
marry and make the most or the
time they have together."

75,.2552

Seminar: Ss Stress Student Spouses
By Betty Higgins

Money, considered by most
people to be a major problem
in marriage, was the main topic
of discussion at the UCM "Propatory Marriage Seminar" April
3.

Other items listed were clothing, recreaton, church donations, and medical care.
Clothing shouldn't be a big
expenditure at first. But the participants thought that in the early
years of marriage recreation
would probably account for a
fairly large sum oC money.
"One f1 the important things
to consider is who will handle
the finances in the family," said
Mr. Kirk. "Perhaps one partner
can handle the money better than
the other.''
A coed asked aboutweddingexpenses and how large a wedding
should be.
Mr. Kirk told her that Clowers, clothes, the number in
the wedding part.y, and photography had to be considered.
"I'm not an expert,on details,
but 1 wouldsuggesthavinga small
wedding. The tension is not so

The group met Cor the last
time in the series f1 talk about
budgets and the- wedding expenses.
Each person brought a list
of the items he thought should go
into a budget and their cost.
"My purpose is nat to find
the ideal budget, but to get
you to thinX about what goes into
one," said the Rev. Cecill<irk.
seminar leader.
Housing and food were at the
top ot all lists.
Mr. I< irk said that most
couples rent a house or an apartment at first because a starting salary 0 f $5,00~7,000
wouldn't allow a big down payment.
"Don't try to furnish your
home all at once," he said.
"There is a great deal ot meanGeorge Bernard Shaw's "Saint
ing in making 'things for your own
home and buying tlll.ngs gradu- Joan" wiU be performed by tho
A lpha-Omega Players at the First
ally. "
Food will vary according to Methodist Church at 7:30onAprU
whether or not your wife cooks 30.
The Alpha-Omega Players, a
and how ~n you eat out.
Transrortation, in- uniQ.ue repertory group Crom
surance, and education were con- North Hollywood, Cali!., is presi<lered major items in the bud- senting this play which is considered by maf\Y to be the finest
get.
of several plays about Joan r1
The group agreed that some Arc.
means of transportation is necIt begins with Joan's life as
essary because d jobs and a simple farm girl who heard
school.
God's comm!Ulds through her
"A lot d couples get 'h~ voices giving faith and purpose.
up' on the kind f1 transportaThe group's adaptationreveals
tion they need, because they want the essence r1 the 19-year-old
to keep up with everybody else. girl herself, depicting scenes
But if your buy a big car, some- with Joan and the men who had a
thing else has to give," said key part in her road to total
Mr. Kirk.
Cullillm'3nt.

California Players Will Present
Free Performance of 'St. Joan'
"Saint Joan" finds heightened
meaning in its new and vital
form, "a masterpiece of theatrical excitement" that seems
more significant today than when
it first appeared.
"Saint Joan" p r o v i d e s
thought-provoking insight into
modern times and promises to
be an evening not to be missed.
The play is directed by Mr.
l>rexel H. Riley, executive producer of tbe Alpha--Omega Players.
The play will be presented
under the sponsorship f1 the
First Christian Church the First
Methodist Church, and the United
Cam~s Ministry.
There will be no admission
charge.

,(. S. A.
·Confederate
States
Antiques

TRY OUR
" SAINT JOAN" •. • Mlu Serena
Stone, 1 n1tlve of C1fg1ry,
Alberto. C1n1d1, tours with tiM
Alph1 Omtg1 Pl1yera doing
" S1Int Jo1n.'• A gr1du1te of
the P1a1den1 Pl1yhou1t Col·
lege of The1tre Arts, she wortced
in the Golden Belle Pl1yhouae
In Wyomlnq 11 1n 1 ctren end

choregonpher.

Starks
HARDWARE
" Nearest to College"
For the Best in

LAUNDRY
SERVICE

TODAY!
• sa,es you 3 to 4 hours every
week 1n Ironing toone 'lionel
• Shirts done as he likes them
• •• starch, littre starch or no
slarch at alii
• Our specialized t.:quipment as·
sures a finish more perfect than
the most expert hand ironing can
achieve.
• Moderate prices! Quick serv.
ice! Minor repairs free! r.all us

today.

Sporting Goods

Tools
Housewares
Paints
" EXCLUSIVE

Weapon•, f11g1, 1ntique1, C. 5. 1rtif1Ch, reprodudions

INSTANT- ORDER

DIXIELUD CEITER

SERVICE"

Hours: M-W-F 2:30- 5 p. m . - TUE.·THUR.-SAT. Noon- 5 p. m.

SHIRT

122 South 12th

BOONE'S
LAUHDRY
5 LOCATIONS
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The News Selects Its 'Critics'
To Give Only Students' Views
There has been much criticism recently concerning the Murray State
News' reviews of campus productions.

our reviewers' opinions of campus
activities have missed the objective
we are trying to achieve with the
reviews.

Most of the ill feelings toward
the reviews seem to be centered
around our reviewers' lack of knowledge of the subjects being commented upon. The reviewer of the
Sea Mist production received heated
remarks from the swim-team members. Last weeks' review on the
showing of art films greatly dis·
pleased many art students.

We are attempting as much as
possible to gain an insight into
what the average student thinks
about such presentations. Of
course, those students who have
special knowledge of the subject
matter being presented will not
have the same opinion of its worth.

In the first case, the displeasure
was with the reviewers lack of
knowledge of swimming techniques. In the second case, the art
students attacked the reviewer's
~nowledge of art.
These two groups and others
who have felt dissatisfaction with
LETTERS TO EDITOR:

Evers Feels Talent Polls
Should Be Carried Out
With More Supervision
Dear Editor:

Last year's Student Council accomplished several things for the student
body at Murray State. Among them was
providing the students w1th the entertainment. " of their choice.'• I would
like to make a suggestion concerning the
voting for these entertainers that would
benefit the students more.
Stacks of ballots were placed last year
at various places on campus. The students were suppose to vote only one time
for entertainers they wanted the SO to trY
to book. Since there were no one stationed
at the poles, many would fill out many
ballots. This, to say the least. is not an
accurate s·~rvey of opinion on the campus.
Why not let the voting be handled
simular to the way that students get their
grades? They would have to show their
JD number and thus could vote only once.
Byron Evers

Abernathy Wants to.Know
Why SO Election Returns
Were Given to Radio First
Llca.r l!;dJ.tor:
1 want to know why the voting machmes were oot open to linspecuon m
we<1nesday ·s ~tudent Organ.tZal.lon elecbon, to au news media at tne same time.
!teporters uom one medtum were told
that they could not inspect. the macbines
untJ.l a rad.w station, tnat was going to
broadcast the returns live, nad gone on
the aJr. Also a uruversity public information reporter was told Ule same thing,
that he would have to wait until the other
medaum bad 1'\lceived the returns.
Wby does one medium have priority
over the otehrs?
James Abernathy

The average student, however,
does not have an abundance of
knowledge of the art shows, plays,
or other presentations that is he Is
encouraged to attend. Since the
presentations we review are open
to the student body and since these
average students are often charged
an admission fee, we feel their
opinions have merit.
We will continue to review campus presentations with this purpose
in mind. Of course, there will be
those who feel we should slant the
reviews in their direction or that
our reviewers should display the
talents of a New York Times critic.
We will continue to save space for
their comments In Letters to the
Editor.

LETTER TO EDITOR:

Staton Blasts Critic isms
On Arts Festival Films
Written by Miss Hughes
Dear ~d1tor :
1 was somewhat annoyed by Margaret
Hugues ' reVIew ut we senes oi turns
presented as a part of the Contemporary
Arts l<'est1val. 'fhe New:;. l fear, was
senously negligent m aSSJgoing this person, whoever she may bl', a::; reviewer.
Surely an English literature person
woUld not be detatled to cover a con·
ference of chemistry instructors.
Silo has applied standards which are
not only fore1gn to the matter al hand
but which are, 'indeed, naive in the context in which they are presented. An
aware viewer docs not "bate" cinema
because it is "unpatriotic." The criterion
simply is not relevant.
I do not pretend that Mr. Richard
:Myers• films are exempt from legitimate
criticism. Indeed, I personally found
them open to attack on the ground that
they are excessively old-fashioned.
There was very little experiruental in
Mr. :Myers• films that had not been successfully resolve<i by Cocteau many
yea:rs ago; I felt at times that I was
agam seeinit "Blood of a Poet.'' Compared to Bruce Conner's or even Ed
Em~hwiUer's r:ecent prodvctions, his
stra1~ht narrative approach is almost
reacttonary.
For sheer photographic competence
!dr. l'tfyers can in no way be faulted.
tntelllgent use of llghbing to establish
spatial context and his understanding of
black and white design are outstanding.
My overall <impression is that Mr.
Myc:rs is a remarkably talented young
film-maker, still tied perhaps too much
to questions already settled, but with
enormous potential !or future growth.
You sec, the productions of the
~cma are open to attack, but onl_y as
cmema. The blm has been a legitimate
art Iorm for at least years ; it has its
own history and its own standards of
value. The interpretation of an art form
requires, at the very least. a person with
some background in and some under·
standing of that form .
JooStaton

His

Legislature Enacts Varied Measures
To Upgrade State Educational Program
With the exception of an attempt
to limit the number of out-of-state
students in Kentucky-supported
schools, the state legislature took
several belated steps toward an improved state educational system.
The move which could prove to
be the greatest attribute to college
students was the legislators' approval of the bill placing a non-voting student member on the policy
making board of each state college
and university.
The bill did not grant students
a great deal more power than in
the past, but it shows a realization
on the part of state administrators
that students' opinions deserve to
be recognized.
By winning the race for Student
Council president, Spencer Solomon
has assumed the duty of becoming
the first student regent at Murray
State. We encourage him to place
this important duty at the top of

DR MARTIN
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Now that the eleetion fever has dropped
I'm eagerly awa.umg the arnval oi .1/' ri·
day - and Sprmg J;;reak. My mmd hardl.Y stops on anytrung else!
You probably toot Ule same way and
won't even botner to read what I have to
say; so I'm tempted to hold off on this
umi.l 1 think someone will read it.
But smce anbcipation of the coming
break is such a pleasant t.hought ior
me, I feel a word must be li&ld .tor liOme
oUler folks wbo must be 1oolu.ng forward
to this break even more than 1.
I'm speaking of our rune dorm mothers.
I spend 24 hours a week in class, have
study.llli to do. and other responsiblli.lies
t.o meet. This is all part of bemg a student1 but I bemoan my " nearly unbearable ' plight anytune 1 can tm<l an ear to
hear my problems - and sometimes the
lady at the front desk &tands bebind that
ear.
She must hear, several dozen times a
day, the complaints of her girls; but how
many of us ever turn a willing ear to
what she has to say?
Murray State's dorm mothers do not
come unde!" the protection of the hour
law (so says someone whose opinion is
more valued than theirs or mine).
What does this mean?
It means that they may be expected to
work 40 hours per week or 80 hours per
week for the same salary.
It's true that their work is notJ as tiring
as in some occupations ; nonetheless, it ia
time spent on the job.
You probably have remarked many
times that you would rather be doing
something than jus.t sitting - it makes
the time pass much faster.
But you reverse your views when relating to our dorm mothers.
Few people really consider their hours
too long, because they just sit there DOING NOTHING!

Of course. this statement is seldom -

if ever - true.

But perhaps our concept of what a
dorm mother .is should be examined.
To me, she should be what her title
implies : a mother-way-from-home: counselor, advisor, and friend.
Observe that I completel.Y excluded
duties which would label her dorm clerk,
university-housing.application director,
telephone-information operator, and mailsorter.
Yet as the system is presently set up,
she serves In each of theee capacities
along with several more.

the list in fulfilling the commitments
I hardly feel that if I needed to tallc in
earnest with my dorm mother about some
of his office.
personal problem I could discuss it free·
with her over the !ront desk.
(We urge students to support the lY Yet
I could seldom catch her elsecouncil president. He can achieve where.
She goes on duty at 8:30 a. m . and
little without your help. Voice your remains
on duty until 6:30 p . m .. with
opinions to him so that he can pre- no break except for lunch. And she is
to be sitting at the desk during
sent them to the Board of Regents.) expected
these hours, even though there is a stuSeveral steps were taken to
bolster the state' lagging secondaryschool system.

dent assistant from 10:30 a . m . until
3:30p. m.
She (the dorm mother) returns after
dinner at 8:30 p . m. and remains until
closing hours.
There has been mention of an effort
to extend womens residence hall closing
hours.
If 1 were a dorm mother I would be
violently opposed to this measure and to
any measure which would add additional
workin~t hours to their already too long
schedule.

Teacher salaries were placed at a
$5,000 minimum that can be paid
a beginning teacher wlth a BA degree. This raise is expected to result in an increase of approximately
$800 average gain per teacher In
I see the circumstances in which these
the next two years. The increase ladies must work and I am honestly surprised that there can even be people
should help Kentucky attract and found who will devote so much of their
day to tbe task.
retain qualified teachers.
And may I

Also, local boards of education
have been authorized to improve
their insurance and medical-benefit
plans for teachers. This step should
also make Kentucky more attractive
to teachers.
Additional finances were allotted
for an increase in classroom units
for special e d u cat I o n. Often
neglected in the past, this field of
education now has received the
emphasis it deserves.
Looking at the total picture, this
year's legislative actions should be
mildly pleasing to students who are
working toward college degrees or
who plan to teach in the state after
graduation.
Perhaps further improvements
will be made in the next legislative
session.

mention that a dorm

m.otlben week Is seven, not five, days

long.
Consider these things the next Ume
you become irritated with your dorm
mother. Think how you would feel if you
had workro some B5 or 70 hours in a regular week and had been continually
called upon b:v your "children" even on
your hours off-duty to be of assistance
in their need.
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA MASCOT:

D The Thought Of Spring Break

'Brandy' Won't Treat You Like a og Finds Coed In Lyrical Mood
By Gery Grac•

Aldous Huxley once said, "To
his dog, every man is a Napoleon; hence the constant popu..
larity ol dogs." This statement
is borne out with special em·
pbasis on the Murray campus.

Lambda Chi Alpha social fra..
ternity has recently obtained a
st. Ber nard pt.~Ppy as its fraternity mascot. The nine-week old
pedigreed dog has generated
much excitement among the passerby ol Lambda Chi's room in
the southeast corner ol the Auditorlurn.
The brown-and-white ball ot
fur is at present the only mascot
of any fraternity on Murra.v's
cam~s. And the constant admiration bestowed on BranctY by
those who have been him gives
evidence to the truth ol Husley's
statement.
"Brandy, " bought four weeks

ago from Miss Susan Oliger, ,Mr.

Vernon, IlJ., was the donation ol
the fall pledge class to the active
chapter ,
Ron Reeder, cha.irrnl.n ol the
project, said, "We knew the active s really wanted a St. Bernard, and stnee they are an un-

r

is his uniqueness. He is the only
By R1nda Fisher
St. Bernard on campus, and m!U\Y
students have never seen a 'Twas the night before Spring Break, and all th rough
puppy of this type before.
the dorms
A common question asked by
Every
creature was stirring - all size, shapes, and forms.
John Trippy, president ol the admirers concerns the pup's age.
When
told
that
he
is
only
nine
stockings
were hung on the b linds wit h g reat care,
The
chapter, stated that the idea, the
actual transaction, and the final weeks old, the usual reply is, · Tho the dorm mothers had warned they shou ld not be
actions ot. getting the dog were "But he's so BIG!" All the brothere .
carried out in secret. "We had thers of Lambda Chi can say,
The coeds were exercising with all of their might
no idea ol what they were going is, "Wait a little while."
to give us. And when we did find
u Brandy' s present size isn't Since last year' s bathing suits were much too tight .
out, it took a while to get over enougbt to impress anyone, they And roomie in her two-piece with lotion in hand
the surprise. Nothing could have should have seen his grand(atber
_he weighed 300 pounds when he Had just finished packing for the " Pomise l and."
pleased us more."
finally stopped growing!
• When right above us there arose such a clatter
In addition to the 1angible
I ran upstairs to see what was the matter.
assets that "Brandy" bas aliorded the Lambda Chis, his value
Away dow n the hall I flew like a fl ash,
fwhich is considerable) is enTore open the door and was amazed at t he trash !
hanced even more by intangible
girl in the room amid packing galore
The
aspects.
Could hardly find her way to the door .
In the words ol Mark Roberts,
When I asked her how come she was in such a mess,
"Brandy has made a lot ol new
She explained that her packing was just not the best.
friends Cor the fraternity. The
brothers a r e meeting more
With a little o ld suitcase, and all of those clothes,
.Peoi>le than ever beiore j ust 00.
I knew in a moment that the thing wouldn't close.
cause students like to stop on
With
so many clothes and more left to pack
their way to class and pet the
dog."
She felt like screaming and giving the case a smack!
With cut-offs and sweat sh irts and blouses and shorts,
A s is painfully evident at
Bikinis and beach towels and shoes of all sorts,
times, t h e Murray campus
abounds in tho canine species,
From the bottom of the floo r piled to the top of the ceiling
but the major fact which eonThe
sink was all it appeared she was leaving .
tributes to Brandy's popularity
Carefully
we sorted all that was there;
~~
A sigh of relief brought the end of despair.
She noticed that after making a list
She was taking a lot she wouldn't even m iss.
BRANDY •••
" Packing is so s imple," the coed exclaimed;
old St. Bernard puppy s urprises
students with his present size, " I'm really not as dumb as my parents claim.
but if he t1kes 1fter his 300-Jb. For the keyword in pack ing is ORGANIZATION
gnndfather, then he w ill surely
But after all this, I need a vacat ion."
cause people to look twice.

official mucot ol Lambda Chi,
the pledge class wanted to malre
·sure that we aren't behind when
we A"et our charter in May."

2,645 CARS FOR 1,118 SPACES:

Students Could Stack Cars 2-Deep
By Pat Moyn1h1n
If every student who bas a car

registered at MurJ:&)' state University drovetoclassonthesame
day, automobiles would be stacked two-deep in ever y available
space.

CANINI! FRIEND .•• • • Bnndy, Lambda Chl'a recenHy acquired
mas cot, Is • fa vorite f riend of e ll the brothers end many otfter stu·
dents on campus. Denny Minshall (left), Washington City Ohio
Gene Miller, end Paul Writsel (kneeling), both of Louisville; spend
hours be tween cluses getting to know the young St. Berna rd.

Dr. Price, English Department,
Selected'Teacher of the Month'
Dr. Joseph E . Price, Jr., has
been selected "Teacher of the
Month" by Lambda Chi Alpha
social fraternity. Dr. Price
teaches linguistics, historyofthe
English language, and medieval
literature.
Dr. Pricegraduated from Wake
Forest College in 1954 with a
BA in Engllsh and classical
Greek.
In 1957 he received a BD
degree from Baptist Theological
Seminary.
He completedrecpirements for
a MA in classical Hebrew at
Yale in 1959. He was awarded
a doctorate in American and
Thglish language and literature
from the UniversityofTennessee
in 1967.
Since com!ng to Murray in 1964
he has been active in various
aspects of university and com-mlmity life. Dr. Price has served on the Library Corn'nittee,
is a m()mbcr of Rotary International, and has been interim
pastor at the First Presbyterian Church.
Dr. P r ice was nomi~ated for
"Teacher of the Month" by Alpha Sigrn.'\ Alpha sorority. in
the words or Peggy Dwyer, chap.

ter president, "We are nomt.nat-

ing Dr. Price because of his
outstanding teac bing abillty and

genuinely enthusiastic interestin
his students."
Lam.'>da Chi Alpha will have
one more IDQnthly award this
year, and wlll then select a
"Teacher of the Year. "
This latter award will bebased
on t he CJlalifications and accom_plishmcnts of those teachers
who have been recoznized during
the acadJ.mic year.

Uriortunately all do not abide
by the rules. Some students bring
their autos on campus without
ever bothering to register them.
1'hcre are 2,645 cars register- Others, who have registered their
ed with the univers ity. Only 1,118 vehicles but are not authorized
parking spaces are available. to park on campus, do so anyway. Still others, with valid perThis situation Is one olthe ma- mits for certain campus zones,
jor problems racing the newly- park in zooes for which they do
formed Security Office at MSU. not have permits.
The Security OCfice began operation in January with Col.
Lance E. Booth, U.S. Army ret ired, as chief ol the security
force. Col. Booth was proCessor
ol military science here Cor five
years and served in the army
nearly 25 years before his retirement.

According to Col. Booth, the
Security Office was created to
meet the demands oC expansion
within the university. He saidthe
new diviSion is responsible Cor
"property and equipment oC the
university, law and order, and
tralfjc rules and regulations."
The welCare and fair treatment
of students in conjunction with the
welCare oC the university is Col.
Booth•s goal. A poster hanging on

the wall of his oUice typiCies his
aim.

The poster, wh.ich pictures a
motorc:velist. bears the inscriJ>
tlon, ''Wanted- Dead or Alive. "
'!'he word "dead" has been
scratched out to make it read
"Wanted -Alive."
The parking s ituation is not
hopeless, despite the way itlooks
on paper, according to Col. Booth.
He believes thatthe two-te>-one rat io of cars t o available spaces is
misleading.

Dr. Joteph Price

living within walking distance of
the university who are supposed
to leave their cars at home.

lie explained that tho number 01
registered cars includes those oC
commuters not authorizedtopark
on campus and those oC students

Thus, said Col. Booth, the problem is not lack of space, but
the fact that parking regulations
are frequeltly violated.
"Many students are out oC the
habit of walking," he commented.
" Students try to drive from their
dorms (where they are authorized
t o park) to the campus (not more
than 500 yards). Since all parking
spaces around classroom build.
ings are reserved for faculty and
staff, all that results Is a ticket
Cor the violator and an irritated
fac ulty member who is forced to
walk several blocks to class."

A flaw in the vehicle-registration system is also partially responsible Cor the crowded parking conditions, according to the
security chief. The nurnberolregistered cars includes one Cor
each member 11 a commuter car
pool. This means, he &aid, that
each member of the pool is given
a parking slot, and tile slots pre>vided Cor those who do not drive
on a given day are empty.
Col. Booth is working on anew
registration system which l\ ill go
into operation next Call. He hopes
it will e liminate the fault in the
present system a s well as make
it easier to catch violators. Details oC the plin have not been
completely worked out.
Another imrneidate concern of
the Secur}tY Office is ~neakthi ov-

ery on the campus, Col. Booth
said.
"AU a sneax-thieC has to do is
knock. lf no one answers, he need
only walk in and take what he
wants," the security chief noted.

Col. Booth has urged students
to lock up all valuables andre:
port thefts Immediately to their
dormitory counselors and securitY of!icers.
Furthermore, he has suggested
that students secure Cootlockers
and padlocks Cor storing valua,.
bles. He has also cautioned them
against leaving valuables in the
gymnasium.
"The only waytocatehasneakthief is to deny him the opportunity," Col. Booth said.
Since Jan 1 several new patrolmen have been employed to ma}(e
possible an improved 24-hour security watch oC the campus.
Others will be added as needed
to meet the demands 11 growth,
Col. Booth said. At present, however, he believes the campus po..
lice arc prepared to handle most
any situation that might arise
within the university comml¢ty.

Give to Easter
Seals.

,_------~~~------------------------------------------------------~~~------------------~1~~----~~
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'The Cities Are Where
The Action Is'-Lindsay
• 'If you want to ban the bomb,
only government can do it.
" If you want to legalize pot,
only government can do it.
''II you want to end the draft,
only government can do it.
''And if you want to make
love, not war - well, I'm not
sure this is a proper role of
government; as a Rep.lblican, I
think the matter should be r esolv·
ed through our system of pri·
vate enterpr ise."
Mayor John V. Lindsay of New
York stated this opinioo in the
April issue of eye, a new magazine for young people.

•'To those of you who would
change the world," he writes,
" government is the most powel'M, often tbe only force capable
or bringing about that change
• • • You can march and critic ize resist and harangue, and you
may affect the course of public
opinion and the policies of our
institutions. •'

Anger Beats Sex
As No. 1'Hangup'
Of Today's Youth
I t was once considered that
sex was the No. 1 hangup for
young people. But in the April
issue f1 eye, the new monthly
magazine for young people, a psychologist claims it has been r~
pla.ced by anger.
"Repressed worries about sex
are no looger fashionableasthey
were in the days when psych().
analysis was in vogue,' • said
. Dr. Charles Slack.
"This topic, once reserved
for t h e couch and the confessional, is now c.o cktail chitchat and
a television talk show staple."
Anger is, according to Dr.
Slack, a far more repressed
concern. Yet, de~>pite bow frightening anger may seem, he claims
It need not involve harm.
If people were a s free about
anger as they seem to be about
sex, they would be a lot less
destructive and a "darned sight
more iJteresting to talk to."
"Of course, it's one thing to
talk about anger (which we don't
do enough) and another to express it (which we don't dowell),"
Dr. Slack said.
With this inability to express
anger goes the equally rare !'&cognition th8i it exi sts at ali:
Anger on the lips is j ust the
exJ,lression f1 a reeling, No destruction is achieved if no destruction is intended.
But unexpressed anger stored
in the heart i s anotb.3r matter.
T hat's hatred, a special variecy
or death.
Dr. Slack concluded by saying,
" Perhaps when we open up and
learn how t o express anger, ifwc·
ever do, we may be able to take
a good look at hatred. That will
be the day."

DR. WILliAMS STUDYING ,PHIO RIVER FISH:

Mussel Research Not Done in Gym

•'Ultimately, however, you probably will fmd that the actual

Dr. John Williams, biology department is doing research in
decisions are made - for bet- mussel building. But the mussels
ter or for worse - by men in of his study are found in rivers
and not. in weight-lifters.
government."
Mayor Lindsay said that men in
The name oC his project is
government service are no al- "A Mussel Fishery." It isavery
ways those of high caliber. extensive stuQy of the mus~l
He pointed out that this i s es- population ~nsity in the riversoC
pecially tnle in city positions this area. His most current work
where there is not the pres- is being done on a 6~mile
tige and power of state and r~ stretch oC the Ohio River, from
Catlesttsburg to Cairo, Ill.
eral posts.
As a result, Mayor Lindsay
Dr. Williams has been inurged young people concerned vestigating the Ohio River since
over the welfare of the nation to July 1, 1966. The Kentucky ~
get into government work. He partment oC Fish and WUdlife
indicated that city service is Resources was interested in the
problem ot the depletion of musespecially Important.
,
sels in the state rivers.
"The cities are where the action is," he said, "where the
Pearl buttons were beingm'Uie
destiny of the country is being out f1 the shellsf1thcse mussels,
decided."
and t h e demand for them bas
''No civilized country has aP- c a u s e d seriour problems,
peared or has been sustained because f1 the tremendous dewithout strong, healthy cities. crease in their populations.
When the cities have decayed,
At tho same time the shells
the civilizations themselves have were being used by the pearlfallen."
culture industry. Small parts f1
a fresh-water mussel shell can
be placed in a salt-water oyster
National Interior Designers
to generate a pearl. This added
Invite Miss Evelyn Pearson
to the problem of the decrease
Miss Evelyn Pearson. intel'- in their nwnbers.
ior-design teacher in the home
Dr. Williams bas undertaken
economics departmP.nt has been this problem f1 conservation in
elected to professional member- order to set up regulations for
ship in the National Society or the mussel industry.
Interior Designers.
Miss Pearson received her
More than population density
BS and MS from the University is determined in his surveys. He
of Tennessee. Before joining the bas found there are six major
MSO faculty in 1967, she taught biological divisions f1 the Ohio
in Nebraska.
River with respect to mussels,

with 30 species throughout the
stretch rl. 664 miles.
Dr. Williams determines the
reproductive rates, age, and
population densities oC these animals. When a1J of the infor~
tion ha.s been obtained, the facts
a r e processed in a machine
to helo in ga.ining his results .
Two- orgaiuza.tions are spoo.
sorlng Dr. Williams' project.
T hey are· the U.S. Bureau of Commercial
Fishers, and the
Kentucky Department of Fishand
Wildlife ReSO\Q"Ces.
The equipment used is rented
from the university. It consists
f1 items such as diving gear,
boats, trailers, and a station
wagon for transportation over
this vast area rl. stuc:l.Y.
Two graduate stUdents, Bill
McLemore oC Murray, and DUe
Kaege oC Cavfn.Rock, Ill., are
assisting Dr. Williams in his
research. They put in approximately 20 hours a week, 52 weeks
of the year.
Dr. Williams expects the work

to be completed Cor publication
by the end f1 1969. However, at
the present he does not know
what journal he will submit his
tlndiruls to.
Specializing in the field f1 bi().
logy, Dr. Williams has been tea-ching at Murray State since 1962.
He received his doctorate, masters, and bachelor's degrees, at
the University f1 Louisville, the
University f1 Kentucky, a n d

Dr. John Williams
Michigan state University,
spectively.

Dr. Williams' plans for the future include a stud.v of the Green
River, which hewillbeg!JtinJuly.
This project will be for the same
purpose as the work on the Ohio
River.
He is also going to include the
Tennessee River in his research
to make his results thorough aJ¥1
completely accurate.
TH& MURRAY STATE N&WS
Publllh«< on WadMSdaY momlngl
(September·MoY, tKctPI for holldaVJ,
.om period•, ond reglatrollonl b\1
"- tournallam 1tudentt ot Murray Slvte
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Our Space Department
Big. This year even bigger. Some Chevrolet TriLevels are longer. Some wider. Some with more
cargo room. Size up Impala. Nothing in its field
comes as big. For instance, in many others you
wouldn't dare try laying a 4.x 8-foot mirror flat In the·
main cargo level. (Especially if you're superstitious.)
In Impala, no problem. The hidden storage compartment on the lower level also takes more of your gear
than any of them. The roof rack you order should
take care of the rest. For your comfort, there's extra
hip and shoulder room.
We make our Tri-Levels lots more attractive in other

ways, too. With such exclusives in Chevrolet's field
as an ignition warning system. You'll get a buzz out
of it if you ever leave your key in the switch. There
are rocker panels that clean themselves with every
shower you go through. Inner fenders that protect
the outer ones from rust. And hidden windshield
wipers on many models. Even with all these advantages, Impala and Chevelle Concours are the lowest
priced luxury wagons in their fields. And if that's
what you like to hear, hear this. Unprecedented
savings are yours now at your Chevrolet dealer's
'68 Savings Explo. See the details below.

Che vrole t Tri- Levels
TRY ONE FOR SIZE AT YOUR DEALER'S.

Free Europe Tour
For Essay Winner
Free round-tr ip jet transportation from New Yor k to Brussels and a job for the summer
will be awarded to the winner
of the "Why I Want to Work in
Europe" essay contest.
The lOll-word essay nu.tst be
postmarked no later than AprU
30.
Entry is open to all members
and associate members of tho
International ~nt Information Service and the International Society tor Training and Cul·

IMPALA STATION WAGON

has ever held. To you it
means extra buying poweron explosion of savings on
Chevrolets and Chevelles.
Toke o look at these bonus
savings plans. Then see your
Chevrolet dealer.

turo.

Students above 17 who are not
members of either organization
may obtaln membership by sending $1 to ISIS or ISTC.
Name, school, and home address must be printed legibly on
the essay and mailed to: J&S.
ISI'C Cultural Review Board, 866
United Nations Plaza, New York,
New York 10017.

Bonus Savings Plans.
It's like no other sovir.gs
event your Chevrolet dealer

1 . Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
wrth 200-hp Turbo·fire V8,

Powerglide and whitewalls.
2 . Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
w ith 250-hp Turbo-Fire V8,
Powerglide and whitewalls.

3. A ny regular Chevrolet
with 250-hp Turbo-Fire V8,
Turbo H ydro · M o tic and
whitewalls.

4 . Now, for the first time ever,

~

big savings on power disc
brakes and power steering on
any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with VB engine.

5. Buy any Chevrolet or
Chevelle V8 2-door or 4door hardtop model- save
on vinyl top, electric clock,
wheel covers and appearonce guard items.

Happening now a t your Chevrolet dealer's,
a tremendous explosion of extra buying power. Only the leader could make it happen.
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LAP " PRAY-IN" AROUND FLAG •• .• . There are sleep-In's and
slt·ln's, but the Loyal Amerlcens for Peace pertlclpated In 1 new
one, a " pray-ln." LAP had originally planned to gather around the
fleg pole at Wrather Hall lest Fridey and prey in protest of the
wer In Viet Nem. But efter the recent sleying of the Reverend Dr.
Martin Luther King, LAP not only protested the war In VIet Nam,

Bomb Slow Down in Viet Nam
Is Lauded in LAP Discussion
Friday' s "pray-in" around the
Clag pole at Wrather Hal1 was
one in a series of planned events announced at Wednesday's
meeting of the Loyal Americans
for Peace.
Moderator Mike IAJf(y, said
those participatng in the "prayin" would "meet outside the
o 1 d administration building;
there will be no placards or
anything,"
Pamphlets distributed at the
meeting were: "Viet Nam War
Under Democratic Fire in Senate," "Tho War in Viet Nam,
Why?'', "A Just War, or Just
Another War?" "The United ~a
tions and tl1e Human Factor,"
and a sheet describing the alternatives to service in the armed forces.
Describing the literature, Duffy said, "Some people go into
the service, who qualify for de-

Reagan Committee
To Present Movie
On Campus Tonight
"The Myth of lhe Great Society," a nlm, will be the highlight of the Reagan-for-President Committee meeting scheduled for 6 tonightinMecUng Rooms
t-2 of the SUB.
On April 24 a pool sponsored
by Time Magazine called "Choice
'68" will be
conducted on
campus. The poll, which wiU
also be conducted on otller
campuses, has stirred up much
interest in the presidental race.
There are four committees on
campus supporting different men
for the presidency. The commUtes are Kennedy-to~Presid
ent, McCarthy-! o ~President,
Y outh-for-Nlxon, and Reagan-to~
President.
There seems to be su,pport of
a Percy-for-Vice-President Committee on campus also.Somematerlal has been circulated s~
porting Senator Percy.

ferments and go needlessly, as
I'd <:_all it."
"The Magician" and other
anti-war Cilms are scheduled to
be shown at the meetings after
the spring breal<. The leased
films will be paid for by donations solicited at tlle meetings,
according to Duffy,
A surprise to many was the
unexpected appearance of Col.
Lance E. Booth, chief or campus
security.
During a question-and-answer
session, a student asked it LAP
is a "pacifist" organization. The
reply was that LAP Is pacifist
toward this war (Viet Nam) and

all wars.

We are ready for your
vacation needs. Be
ready for your vacation
without delay.

e
e
e
e
e
•

The Viet Nam war, the person
most respected, andpoliticswere
some c:l the highlights in the r&cent poll of American college students, conductedbytheNcwsweek
survey team.
On the Viet Nam issue 34 per
cent wanted to escalate the war
to achieve a militar.:• victory,
while 17 percent advocated a stop
in bombing and a withdrawal r:l
US forces.
A relative or parent received
19 per centintbepollforthe most
respected person and the late
John F. Kermceywas second. others receiving votes were Pope
Paul, Martin Luther King, Barry
Goldwater, "a teacher," and
"myself."

345 Center Sft·eet

New, Used Tires

:\Iayfield,

Recap Tires
Batt.ries

K~

PHONE 753-9091

An organi'Zation supporting
Sen. Eugene McCarthy for president has been formed on campus.
Those serving as co-chairmen
of tlle group are Mike Nims, Paducah; John Phelps, Cumberland,
Md.; and ''Skip" Carr, Detroit,
Mich.
The organization is actively
promoting Sen. McCarthy because "he offers a unique combination of progressive idealism l>lended with extenslve polltical experience," according to
Nims.

"McCarthy possesses exPertness in exactly the areas which
most concern Americans today,"
he said. "In tlle senate he has
served on the finance and foreign relations committees and he
is a former proCessor of economics.
"Thus he possesses the knowledge and insight to guide A mer-

ica in the at·ena of foreign policy and in the vital areas of
domestic and international economics," Nims added.
The immediate purposes or
the organization include working
toward the Choice ' 68 national
collegiate primary on April 24,
and carrying the ideas of the
senator to the voters of Calloway County.
.
A program of speeches, rallies, and other projects is being
planned.
Anyone interested in helping
forward the candidacy of Senator
McCarthy is invited to contact
any or the three co-chairmen of
the movement.

Patronize
Our Advertisers

Thcmk You Sincerely
I appreciate very much the confidence in me ex·
pressed in last week'1 election, and you have my
pledge that I will do my utmost, in full cooperation
with your Student Council, to serve you the atu·
dents and at the same time aerve the best Interests of
MSU as a whole.

Spencer Solomon

Graduating Nurses ...
The career you worked so hard for Is yours
••. at the beautiful, modem Stamford Hospital where you
will work with dedicated profesalonals and where your
opportunity for specialization and advancement Is greater.
And the salary trend Is up-beginning salaries are between
$6,656 and $7,000. Differentials and benefits are extra.
••• and In exciting New England you are only minutes away
from great universities, outstanding music and drama. akl
areas, lakes and ocean and glamorous New York.
Send the coupon below for full Information on a rewarding
career at Stamford Hospital.

r----------------------------1
THE STAMFORD HOSPITAL

Wax
Oil Change
Filters & Lube

CLDTORDS GULF SERVICE
5 PTS.

Newsweek Survey Students Invited to Join
Reveals Sentiments McCarthy Organization
Of College Students

Further describing the organization, Duffy said, "This organIn politics 11 different candi~
ization comes rrom I<entucky;
from Western Kentucky." By a dates drew votes. Senator Roshow of hands, it was found that bert F. Kermedy was first with
a majority of tllose present were 15 per cent backing him Cor the
presidency, President Johnson
from Kentucky.
·
and Richard Nixon tied for second
Miss Alice McCampbell, his- place witll Nelson Rockefeller,
tory department, gave a brief re- George Romney, and Ronald R&o
sume of the actions taking place ~n close behind.
ln Viet Nam after President
The poll represented a crossJohnson halted tlle bombingofthc
north. Miss McCampbell said, section of 8, 700 students from 150
"l think thlngs are .looking up, colleges. Tho respondents voted
Jan. 1 by reply-card questiontllough I could be wrong."
Speaking on the legality of aire.
the t:JS commitment ln Viet
Matthai Will Show Slides
Nam, Joe Wade said that "the
Of Afghanistan at 1 Tonight
US is violating international
law, tlle 1956 Geneva Convention,
Dr. James Matthai, chairman
~nd the UN Charter by being
ot the social-science departroont,
10 Southeast Asia.
Wade added, "To protest· To wIll show slides of Afghanistan
object; To dissent, has long been at the Geography Club meeting
at 7 tonight in the SUB ballroom.
an American tradition.
The public I~> invited to attend:
"Because of this movement,
I've been hart'assed and called names and I feel that if we
strike back we are defeating
our purpose," stated Wade.
Planned Cor the next meeti.ng
ls a panel discussion by inte~
ested faculty and students.
Some 15 to 20 students and
faculty members prayed around
the flag pole for about 10 minutes at noon Friday.

Avoid llae Sprillg Break Bash

but also honored the lete Dr. King with a moment of silence. As
cen be seen In the pictures (above and left), only 1 small group of
LAP's members gathered around the flag which was flying at
half·staff in mourning of Dr. King's death. LAP was formed on
campus Merch 13, and opposes ttt. war in Viet Nam, oppoHs the
draft system, and stands for the "Freedom of dissent."

190 West Broad St. • Stamford, Conn. 06902 •

Tel. 327·1234

Acoredlled by J.C.A.H.

Miss Beatrice Stanley, R.N., Director of Nursing
Dept. CIWI
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AOPi Tops Other Sororities in Lampooning Murray State Life
(Continued from P... 1)
Finally while working on the
chain gang one day she succeded
in b~ the dorm mother to
forgiver her, if she would empty
her wastebasket e v e r y 30
minutes.
As luck would have it, she
got caught smoking in bed and
was given another year of

campuses.

That was )1st too much for poor
Cool llead. Slc retaliated by
pulling a false alarm in the
dorm which resulted in a panty
raid.
After a skit like that it would
seem that all the others could
only go downhill, but this was
(J.lite to the contrary.
Alpha Delta Pi's skit portrayed that friend of all students.
Jolly Jack Campus Q.aack.
The scene opened with a nurse
in a frantic state because she was
out of pills. It took another nurse
to calm her dov.n by sen~
her to Uncle Jeff's for some
M & M' s to relieve the condition.
Then a freshman coed who
l\tld "gained a little weight lately in the wrong ..Place' • came
running in. All ~ack could perscribe was for her to stay out
of the bushes.
There were a few more instances of the <J.lallty or knowledge
or our school physician, but it
was climaxed by a coed who had
been crying in agony from the
beginning. When she finally got
to see him she dropped .o ver and
died.
What did the alert ~ack do?
What we have all seen him dorub his hands and gl'in. Fro,m
behind I heard, "Have you ever

seen him over there. . .it looked
)1st like him.' ' Perhaps it was!

. Next was Alpha Ondcron Pi's
portnyal of the ''Thc:n'oo&hly Bad
Hour.'' It was excellent.
H you can imagine a show worse
thail soine heard in . this area,
y()u may have a idea or that
skit. All was going along fine,
includJng a Hot Hots oomber
until the Director or Security
ended the show.
Due to the lack or success of
the Judicial Board, Alpha Sgma
Alpha proposed a possible "Kangaroo Court'' consisting of the
Dean of ~dents, the Dean of

STAGE·FULL OF LAUGHS .•• •• Throvm ell togetMr this is t he
cast of the Last Resort. The program of five setlrlcel skits wes
presented Friday end Saturday night in tt. Auditorium by Sigma
Chi social fraternity. The skits were "Cool Heed Coed,", " Our In·
flrmery," " Thoroughly Bed Hour," " The Judice! Board," end
" De nte's lnfemo." Entertainment wes presented by Danny Row-

Women, the Director of Mens
Housing, and the Director of
Security.
One of the cases up before the
court was that or two students
accused of "shooting moons" In
the football stadium.
One was from New York. the
other form Possem Trot, Ky.
The one from New York did not
have a chance, but the one from
Possem Trot w~ forgiven and
instructed to give "Matt the Rat's
regards to his parents.
Two more students were seem
parking In Zone A with a Zon&o
B sticker. The Director of Security instructed them to surrender
their ID to him at 1400 hours.
A basketball player with slip..
pery fingers got off scott free.
When all seemed lost, the stud-ents were a last word. They requested to see the presidert with
the words, "We'rejustwUdabout
Barry, and Harry's our last
resort."
Slgm1 Chi rounded out the evening with Danta's lnferno which
featured Sltan and Dante p~
secuting certain people for The
Berkley of the South who just
never made it to heaven. A few
lines got mP.ssed up but, with all
the fun, the Sigma Chis got
through them with a lototlaughs.

lend, Key P inkley, Sere Jo Wood, Dave Cartmill, Jim Holmes,
Pete Lancaster, Tom Scott, Mike- Wright, e nd Kathy Ferrell. The
l ast Resort Combo was made up of Tom Harrigan, Reed Senct.rs,
•nd Chuck Pewlukiewicz. The narrator wu Ed Frank Jeffre y. The
progra m wu under the direction of Devld Senelng.
•

Wright, had that Broadway tlair.
Kathy Farrell' s vole e delighted
the audience just as it did In
"Campus Lights.''
Tile two hours of The "Last
I guess 1 just don't like that Resort" leftm~withoneregret
type.
that I had never bothered to see
The Trillgy featuring Kay Pink- it before.
ley, Sara Jo Wood, and Dave
The evening of fun and talent
Cartmlll was a real treat. The wUl be remembered Cor a long
bright smUes or the girls sing- time.
ing to the guitar made me wish
that they would go on for hours.
The soundoftheHopefulGraduates. featu~ Jim Holmes. Pete
Lancaster, Tom &:ott, and Mike

Talent between skits began with
a CaJllllUS folk
singer. As my date said, "It's
all right if_Y~ like that type."

SUPPORT

Danny Rowland,

THE

EASTER SEAL

DRIVE

STUDENTS!

Sigma Chi Sigmas
To Expand Society

Drive CarefaDy!
Come Back.Beallhy!

The Sigmas of Sigma Chi, previously made u_p of wives of
Sigma Chis, are enlarging their
organization to include pin-mates
and finances .

The group will function under
the by-laws of the nationally recognized auxiliary of Sigmas.
Sigma Chi members andalwnni
may submit the names or their
wives, fiances, or pin-mates to
any Sigma member so plans Cor
formal membership can be initiated.

College Grill
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The lntwnetion,l Center for Academic Research Is ct.signed to ·help every student
achieve hi• m axi mum potentl1l In the subject or subjects of ttleir choice.
We et The International Center for Academic Research ere proud that these outstend·
ing instructional teoc: hnlques have shown proved results for dec:ecles.

OUR GUARANTEE
The lnt...-netlonel Cent.r for academic Research, a,._, exhaustive studies, Is a ble to
give • complete money beck guarentN: if after following instruction• fa ithfull y you
have • t increaaed your s cholastic 1t endings noticeably, your money will be compt.t.ly refunded.

THOROUGHLY GOOD , ...• Doing e skit entitled " The ThorCM~Vh·
ly Bed Hour," Alpha Omicron Pi social sororuy received top nonors
In the Sigma Chi's Lest Resort skit contut. Seated e t t he microphone (from left to right ) e re Caroline Luciano, Daytona B" ch,
Fie.; Karen Mulkey, Freeburg, Ill.; e nd Ann Keigle y, Caruthers·
ville, Mo.
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HELP PREVENT
FOREST FIRES
IN T,HE SOUTH

Speclellnstroductory ~r expires Mey 1, 1961. Price thereafter $3.95 per courM.
For pereonellnd u slstence tend $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic ResHrch
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MeH. 02135

Course:

Lest
semester's
a verage:

1. .................................- ........-..........

1. .............................

Addresa .......... .............................. _. 2. .............- ..................._..............-...

2. - ............ __,_

Pleeae lnctude:
Name ..................... _..............................
City ... . ...... • .

...... Steh ............ 3 . ................................................_.......

Zip C:OCS. ....... ..........- .

3. ........................-....

4 . ...._ ................-.................................

4 . .............................

Coli... or U. ......-............................... 5 . ................................................... -........

5 . .....- ...-·-··-·

S~lel

grDUp rat.s for fretwnltl" end sororiN... 21% discount for gfOUIN of 10 or
more. PIHae include organization title ..........-. ~-·-... ---··~ - - - - ...........- .................
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for procenl,. end delivery.

ELECTION FEVER ••.• • "Here, piNse take my card
a nd vote for me" was heard most by students trying to
battle their way Into the SUB Thursday to vote in the
Student Organization elections. Finally when you had
managed to maneuver ins ide the building, another line

was waitir19 for you. Here you had to show your 10
ca rd to be a!l!e to vote. Making the selection while
inside the voting mac hines was anothe r difficult task.
But a n even grea ter task was trying to s et back out·
side, He re again you could spot "election fever " as

candidates continued ca mpaigning, carrying signs, and
passing out cards. No one seemed to notice the vicious
cycle of students fighting their wa y to get in only to
f ight their way out again.

PRESIDENT SEEN AS 'STRAIGHTFORWARD MAN':

Students Evaluate 'first 100 Days'
By Martin Kady

Nearly 100 ~s havecomeand
gone since Dr. !larry M. Sparks
was named president of Murray
State University.
What has been the reaction
among the students and faculty
members in regard to what Dr.
Sparks has done and will do for
tho university?
When confronted with theques.
tion, "What do you think of. Dr.
Spa1·ks'?" the majority of. the stu.
dents sald they did not know. They
cited as a reason for this an.
swer the fact that Dr. Sparks
has only been in office a limited
time and it is "too early to
tell."
But maey students had definite
opinions, such as Bob Lawrence,
Westbury, N.Y., who explained:
"He seems like a real nice
man and is inovating new things.
I see a closer relationship ~
tween him and the students, but
in a sense his hands are tied.
What we need is a good dose ~
liberalism, or else this school
• will stay in never-never land. "
A closer relationship between
studonts and Administration does
seem a realicy as exemplified by
the "Open Forum" conductedAI>ril 6 in the Auditorium in which
DT. Sparks and the two candidates for the of!ice of SO president answered questions !rom the
audience. In this Corum the pre..
sident
answered
questions
straight forwardly without trying
to evade aey issues.
What do the girls think of their
chances for a more liberal at,.
mosphere'? One coed, Donna StJ.n.
nette, BardstCI'to;n, looked at it this
way: "IIe'll really try. He has
young ideas and the girls might
have a better chance to breathe
now. I'm real glad; we might fin.
ally begin to move like a universtiy."
Moving tCI'tvard university sta-

tus is exactly what the Caculcy
hopes Cot· as exemplified by ProC.
Joe Rose, political science d&pa.rtl)}cnt: "I feel Dr. Sparks !san
excellent administrator, under
him Murray will move into university status. t am sure that with
him as president our university
will expand its curriculum and
create an academic community
worthy or a. school our size."
Prof. Ronald Huck, history department, has similar sentiments, saying, " 1 hope that he
will bring a much more intense
academic atmosphere to the campus; right now this is the most
important thing he could do."
VV'JV\/VV (

"Opposition !rom the tO\Ynll'people is the biggest thing aeypresident has to contend with in
his quest for new innovations. A
university must be completely
free, protect its most radical clement, and maintain its freedom
of speech and movement.
"This is all part or a better
acaliemic freedom. Most of the
faculty feel Dr. Sparks willloos.

Area Schools Vie
In Music Contest;
Honors Announced
Twenty-two secondary schools
from the West Kentucky area
participated in the First Region
Music Contest held at Murray
Saturday. Of those. the following
won superior ratings for their
performances:
Bands:
Junior division: Class D Murray High; Jetton Junior High.
Senior Division: Class CC Fulton City, Crittenden County.
Class B- Livingston Central,
Murray High, Trigg County (regular band).
Trigg County brass band.
Class BB- neidland.
Class A- Lone Oak.
Class AA - Tilghman band,
Tilghman orchestra.
Schools which had students
recognized with superior ratings in vocal categories were:
Girl's High Voice: Murray,
in both junior and senior divis-ions; S>uth Marshall, Tilghm!Ul,
Mayfield. and Lone Oak.
Girl's Medium Voice: Tilghman and Murray won two each of
the four places in the senior division. (No awards were made
in the junior division.)
Boy's High Voice: Murray won
the only rating in the junior
division, with Reidland and South
Marshall taking top honors in
the senior division.
Boy's Medium Voice: Livingston Central and Reidland won
the superior ratings in the senior division. (No honors were
given in the junior division.)
Boy's Low Voice: Livingston
Central won the only honor.
Ensembles: Livingston Central, Reidland, Mayfield, Calloway County, Murray High, and
Tilghman won the top ratings,
Madrigals: South Marshall,
Reidland, and Tilghman No. 1
and No. 2.

CLIP TBIS COUPON )

SMASHBURGER

en some ~ the bonds so that we
m a y advance acadcmicalJy,"
Pr~. Huck added.
What possibly sums up sentiment about Dr. Sparks was stat,.
ed by Kenneth Galloway. Bardwell. who said, "Dr. Sparks is
evidently a man who does not
enjoy being surrounded by 'yes
men'. He welcomes organized
protest against pollcies and conditions that the students think are
uf\iust."
But the president will not stand
for any nonsense that might llivolve the danger of any individual on campw>.
At the open forum, Dr. Sparks
was asked if there was any riot
equipment on campus. He an.
s-wercd with a straightforward
"yes," and said that if necessary
it would be used.
"It should have been used the
night OC the _panty raid when
windows were brokenandonegirl
was seriously Injured," be said.
One might conclude that Dr.
Spar ks wants Murray state University to advance, butthrough
the right channels.
lle was against the increase cl
tuition for out.ot'-state students
because he Celt it would hw't
Murray's attempt to gain a "cosmopolitan atmosphere."
He favored the bill that would
provIde for a student on the board
or regents c1 state..supported
schools.
Murray State has all the physical characteristics of a university and all that is needed is an
administration that will provide
the spirit. and the will necessary
ror a university to progress in the
field cl academics and student,.
administration relation s h i p,
Most studcntsfeelthatDr. Sparks
will taJ<c them there.

FIRST TIME •••. • The open-forum Tuesday night In the Auditor·
lum was the f irst of Its kind with the president of the University
and the president of the Student Council a vailabht for questioning.
At the table are SO President Mike Sandfo rd and President Harry
M. Sparks, Alao on the stage at anothe r table were Jay Rayburn
and Spencer Solomon, candidates for SO presidency. The forum
was a part of the Student Organization election week.

Cancer
PreveDiioa
Slarls With
YOU!
Have a Check-up
Regularly

TAlERS BODY SHOP
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24-Boar Wrecker Service

Scoll Drug Co.

Day Phone • •• 753-3134
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"WRECKS A SPECIALTY"

Your Tax-Shellered Annuity Represenlalives
a1 Murray Stale
Income Tax Free Saving for Your Reti,..
ment With or Without Life Insurance
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Call ...

SPECIAL
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DAIRY CHEER
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Stop sips don't stop Cll'f. ,...., stop can. Make
sure yot1 do and lUke sure be • · 1\ere'a very little satisfaction in being dead right when yoa re dead.
Wherever, whenever you drift .•• drift clefeaeively.
Watch out for the other guy. He . ., he the ldacl who'll
stop at notJUnc.

Watch out for the Other Guy.

The very last thing.
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Miller Organizes
Local TAR Group
As 'Political Outlet'
The Murray-Calloway County
Teen-Age Republican Club, the
first TAR club in the history o£
Calloway County, has been formed in Murray, according to
Adrian Miller, Mayfield.
Miller, an active member or
the Young Republicans Club and
chainnan of the Reagan-for-President Committee, has been working with high-school boys atMurray High School for the last two
months.
Their first problem was to organize the club, to get It chartered with the state and national
organizations, and to formulate
a program !or the meetings.
According to Miller, many
young people in Murray are com·
ing over to the Republican cause.
"The TAR Club will give these
teenagers an outlet to express
their political views," he said.
The Young Republican Club
at MSU would be worki.ngwiththe
TARs this summer in campaigning for the Republican party in
Calloway County.
"Right now we Young Republi·
cans and TARs have two main
objectives, victory in '68 and an
established Republlcan primary
here in Calloway County," Mill·
er said.
A meeting of the Teen-Age Republican Club will be held April
20 at a time and place to be
annOWlced later.

Newspaper, School
Interviewers to Be
On Campus in April
Six school systems and one
newspaper will be on campus
during April conducting interviews.
April 22 Schoolcraft College
of Livonia, Mich., and Monroe
County Schools oC Key West,
Fla., will interview teachers in
all subject fields .
April 24 the superintendent of
schools of Beardstown, Dl., will
talk lo students In the fields of
guidance, speech correction,
mathematics, vocal music, social
studies, and coaching.

On April 25 The Courier-Journal or Louisville, will interview
students interested in summer
employment.
April 26 Special Education Cooperative of Bradley, Ill., will
talk to students in EMH and
speech therapy.
April 29 lhe superintendent of
schools of Lansing, Mich., will
interview all teachers.

On April 30 the superintendent
of schools or Oregon, m., wlll
talk to teachers of TMH, school
psychology, special education,
fifth grade, junior-high science,
and all elementary-grade levels,

Next Issue of Paper
Will Appear May 1
There wm not be another edition c1 the Murray State News
until :May 1 due to spring vaca-Uon, according to Mr. L. H.
Edmondson, advisor.
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lndlute your age as of Nov. 5, tMI:
18orunder[J

CH()KI6&t!!f'

2'l or over:::::
Democrat 0

Indicate your party
preference :

Republican 0

Independent:::

Mark 0. Hatfleld (Rep)

D
D
0
0

Lyndon B. Johnson (Dem)
Robert F. Kennedy (Dem)
Martin L. King (lnd)
John V. Lindsay (Rep)

c

Eugene J . McCarthy (Dem)

D
D

Richard M. Nixon (Rep)
Charles H. Percy (Rep)

c:
u
c

Ronald W. Reagan (Rep)
Nelson A. Rockefeller

tat 2nd 3rd

DOD
DOD

Fred Halstead (Soc. Worker)

(Rep~ ..

D

D
D
D
D
0
D
D
D
D

D

D
D
D
D
0
0
D
D

DO
::::10

c::

(Other)

Phased reduction of U.S, m11itary activity

0

Maintain c urrent level of U.S. military activity

[J

Increase the level of U.S . military activity

C

"All out" U.S. military effort

[J

What course of action should the U.S. pursue in regards
the bombing of North VIetnam : (Choose one only.)
Permanent cessation of bombing
0

Maintain current level of bombing

0
0

lntens1fy bombing

D

Temporary suspens1on of bombing

to

Use of nuclear weapons
tn confronting the "urban crisis" which should receive
highest priority In government spending: (Choose one only.)
Education
Housing
Income subsidy
Job training and empl!)yment opportunities

The Bon. Pat McCuiston, Trenton, state senator for the third
district c1 Kentucky, will be the
guest speaker at Alpha Phi Gam.
rna's annual bartluet tonight.
He will discuss actions c1 the
recent state legislature pertainlng to education.
Sen. McCuiston, who is originally from Calloway Co., is the
senator for the third district
which consists of Christian. Calloway, and Trigg counties.
He is the vice-chairman r1 the
senate's Banking and Insurance
C ommitteo, and is a member oC
the Business Organization and
Profession Committee and the
Highways andTraffieSafetyCommittee.
Honored guests Invited to the
be.Jquet are Prcsidert and Mrs.
Harry M. Sparks, Dr. and Mrs.
Ray Mofield, Dr. and Mrs. L.J.
Hortin, and Mr. Joe Tom Erwin,
according to Nancy Strow, fraternity president.

The honorary journalism fraternity will initiate its spring
?ledges at~ tonlght, prior to the
bar¥1uet at 6:30.

State Democratic
Group Considering
Campus Delegates

y action should the U.S. pursue In
nly.)
D
,. . . . . .S. forces

0
0
0
0

The State ~mi)Cratic Central
Committee is now considering a
proposal that each chartered university or college Young ~m
ocrat Club in Kentucky be allowed to send one voting delegate
to Its congressional district convention.
Mr. Ted Osborn, candidate for
the Democratic nomination for
the US Senate, proposed the idea.
He said: "Members OC college
Young Democrat Clubs are away
from homo atthetlme OCthe cowr
t;y comer&ion and therefore are
unable to participate in the deh7
gate selection process.
"Granting this change would
recognize the Cine work performed by college Young Democrat Clubs and would give each
club representation on the decision making level."

Mammoth Cave played an important part in the War of 1812
as a source of saltpeter from
SAMPLE BALLOT ••••• This is a umple ballot for Time mage· which gunpowder was made.
ziM's Choice '68 being conducted on campuMs throughout America
on April 24. I t provides pl•ces for students to vote for prHidentlal
Clndidates, US involvement in Viet Nam, bombing In Viet Nam,
and the urban crisis.
Riot control and stricter law enforcement

Hometown Banks
Offer Student Aid

0

&

HODGE
753-4669

Shirley
Florist
Phone
753-3251
500
N. 4th St.

Mr. P1t McCuiston

Accounting Society
Taking Applications
For Membership
The Accounting Honor Society,
formed on campus this mooth, is
still accepting applications for
membership.
All applicants must have an
area of concentration in accounting and have completed nine semester hours of accounting, six
of which have been taken at

MSU.
AAJlicantl; must also have at
least a 2.5 overall average and
3.0 average in accounting courses.
students who are interested
and qua~ are Invited to attend
the next meeting in the Faculty
Lounge of the Business Bldg. 4
at 8 p.m. April 23.

TYPING
753-a524
Tell the
Salesman
"I Saw It in
· The Hews"

VACANCIES

'Art of the Loom' Exhibit
Now on Displ•y in Padunh

Where is "The Art c1 the
Non·resident students can ap- Loom" exhibit'?
ply Cor long-term. low-interest
It can presently be seen 3t the
loans from their hometown banks, Market House Gallery in downaccording to Mr. Johnny Mcl)ou.. town Paducah.
gal, coordinator c1 student finanThe exhibit is scheduled to
cial aid.
open at l.lulville High School
The maximum loan varies from in Danville Saturday.
$1,000 to $1,500. The principal
plus 3 per cent interest is repaid alter graduation.
Applications and program information are available in the student Financial Ald Office, 317
Admlnlstratlon Bldg.

Any American-Made Model
205 S. 5th ST.

Other Party 0

I am a Foreign Student: :.........,
Indicate 3 choices for President
(1st choice tabulated for election; 2nd & 3rd
choices tabulated for statistical analysis.)

BUIO ·STEREO· n
EXPERT SERVICE

FENTON

19020'::::l21:J

Journalism Honorary
To Hear State Senator

For 2-5 Year-olds
fii;~

Kiddie Kollege ~~;::~
Day Hursery

v<~

Phone 753-8552

Gel Your Shirts Ia Shape
Before Spring Break
1411 Olive Blvd.

Across From Ordw•y

753-3852

COLLEGE CLEANERS
·-

Page12
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STUDENTS EARN WHILE THEY LEARN:

Campus Capitalism Creates Cash

VICTORY POSB • . • • • Flashing their winning smiles are the
newly-elected Senior Clau representatives for next year's Stuct.nt
Council. They are (from left to right) Nancy Mullins, Mayfield;
Johnny Har rison, Farmington; and Bev Kelkbrenner Poplar Bluff
'
'
Mo. They we re e lected out of eight candidates.

Prospective Peace Corpsmen
To Increase by 10 Per Cent
A 10 per cent increase in
the number of applicants able to
serve the Peace Corps this year
ls predicted by Peace Corps dir·
ector Jack Vaughn.
Recruiting figures Jor the first
two months of 1968 were up
sharply over a year ago, according to Mr. Vaughn,
The number of applicants will
more than meet current plans
to prt 8,000 persons into training during the program year
which ends Aug. 31, he said.
Mr. Vauetm sald the upsurge
in interest in the Peace Corps
during January and February contrasts sharply with a 30 per
cent decline in applicants last

tall.

The director . reports that the
number ot applicants, which are
for the most part received from
college students, jumped by 7
per cent in January (compared to
1967) and increased again by 77
per cent in February.
"We can, on the basis of these
ttgures, project some 23,000 immediately qualltled applicants by
the end or August, compared to
21,332 last year," Mr. Vaughn
said.
He defined an immediately
qualified applicant as a person
who meets the Peace Corps general-educational and aptitude
standards and who is available
to enter training during the current year. Thus in most cases
the prime applicant is a college
senior.
Although this category repr&aents only a fraction or the total
applications the Peace Corps r&ceives annually, it Is watched
closely because it is the key to
the agency's current-year trJln-

Extended Holidays
Wifl COst Students,
Dean Nosh Woms
A studert absent from the last
session c1 81\Y class before a
holiday or the first session after
a holiday will have a penalty of
one credit--hour · per class al>
sence added to his requirements
for graduation, according to Dr.
w. G. Nash, dean of the racw..
cy.
As the upcoming spring vacation will be considered a holiday,
the regulations placed I.U)On al>
sences wlll apply.
A 11 absences are reported to
Dean Nash who Is the only person who may waive the regula..
tlons on absences before he reports them to the registrar for
the students• permarent record.

ing and overseas-programming
efforts.
Mr. Vaughn said he expects
near ly 60,000 applicants this
year. The bulk or these will
come from college underclassmen and persons orr camp.~s.
Last year the Peace Corps obtained 10,000 or its record 71,ooo applications from a special
direct-mail campaign aimed at
the nation's collegians .
He said the campaign would
not be repeated becaustl oC the
higher number of persons currently available to fill this year's
training programs.
More than 90 per cent ol its
trainees come from the ranks
of college graduates, the director reported. Tho Peace Corps
currently counts more than
12,000 volunteers serving in 57
nations.

TEACHERS WANTED
Southwest, Entir• West
andAialb
Salerlea $5,600 and Up
Free Registration

SOUTHWEST TEACHERS
AGENCY

FOR SALE!
JIMMY COOPIR, RT. 5
3rd house from Bucy
Lumber Co., after 3

r-

1313 Central Ave, NE
Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

TUSSY

1/2
PRICE
ANNUAL
DEODORANT SALE

nower Shop

t50c

CREAM
ROLL-ON {

1 BLOCK

FROM CAMPUS

dozens a{ successful imitators, trators frown ·on the newStudent
and this service has run well affluence, surveysshowthatmost
into hundreds of thousands ol students either maintain or lmdollars, Mr. Sa.ndman reports. prove their grades when they
While some college admi~s- start earning money.

c
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with
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~
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Max 9huJman
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(Bylheauthoroj"R.allyRoundtheFlag, Buysl",
''Dobie Gillis/' etc.)

WAS K EATS THE BOB DYLAN
OF HIS DAY?

Who was the greatest "ol the English Romantic PoetsByron, Shelley or Keats? This question has given rise to
many lively campus dil\Cussions and not a few stabbings.
Let us today try to find an answer.
First, Keat.<~ Cor The Louisville Slugger, as he is commonly called.) Keats' talent bloomed early. While still a
schoolboy at St. Swithin's he wrote his epic lines :

If I am good! get an apple,
So I don't whistle in the chapel.

From this distinguished beginning he went on to write
another 40 million poems, an achievement a ll the more remarkable when you consider that he was only five feet
tan! r mention this fact only to show that physical prob-lems never keep the true artist from creating. Byron, fo r
example, was lame. Shelley suffered f rom prickly heat a ll
winter long. Nonetheless, these three titans of literature
never stopped writing poetry for one day.
Nor did they neglect their personal lives. Byr on, a devil
with the ladies, was expelled from Oxford for dipping
Nell Gwynne's pigtails in an inkwell. (This later became
known as Guy Fawkes Day. ) He left England to fight in
t h e Greek war of independence. He fought bravely and
well, but women were never far from his mind, as evidenced by these immortal lines :
How splendid it i$ to fight for the Greek,
But I don't enjoy it half as much as da1teing cheek to

cheek.

While Byron fought in Greece, Shelley stayed in England, where he became razor sharpener to the Duke of
Gloucester. Shelley was happy in his work, as we know
from his classic poem, Hail to thee, blithe strop, but no
matter how he tried he was never able to get a proper edge
on the Duke's razor, and he was soon banished to
Coventry. (This later became known as The Industrial
Revolution. )
One wonders how Shelley's life-and the course of EngHsh poetry- would have differed if Personna Super Stainle.<~s Steel Blades had been invented 200 years earlier. For
Personna is a blade th at needs no stropping, honing or
whetting. It's sharp when you get it, and sharp it stays
through shave after luxury shave. Here truly is a blade
fit for a Duke or a freshman. Moreover, this Personna,
this jewel of the blade-maker's art, this boon to the cheek
and bounty to the dewlap, comes to you both in doubleedge style and Injector style. Get some now during "Be
Kind to Your Kisser Week."
But I digress. Byron, I say, was in Greece and Shelley
in England. Meanwhile Keats went to Rome to try to
gr ow. Who does not remember his wistful lyric :

Although/ am only"""five feet high,
Some day I will look 1"n an elephant's eye.

RUlE'S
STICK

EACH

J REG . $1.00 EACH

But Keats did not grow. His friends, Shelley and Byron,
touched to the heart, rushed to Rome to stretch him. This
too failed. Then Byron, ever the ladies man, took up with
Lucrezia Borgia, Catherine of Aragon, and Annie Oakley.
Shelley, a more domestic type, stayed home with his wife
Mary and wrote his famous poem :

I love to stay home with tire misstt.S and write,
And hug her and kiss her and give her a bite.

TUSSY SPRAY DEODORANT
$100 REG.
$1 .50

Scali Drug Co.

Phone 753-3981
111

s.

1200 Chestnut
and
.....u ••

15th
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W4-40

~~BUT
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RtJt:> W~EN
FI~T

BOLLARD
DRUGS

earnings
in some
have
reached that
hundreds
ofcases
dollars
a
week, according to Sandman.
The m~st popular kind ol student businesses involve the sale
of products to fellow students,
reports Mr. Sandman. The easiest item to sell is food. Various
kinds ol fOOd, from popcorn to
potato pancakes have been sold.
Arter sales the next hottest
item is a campus service. Ace·
ording to Mr. Sandman, "Old
standbys like cyping, tutoring.
and laundry are still praCitable,
but the big mooey.makers in
this area are new. These are
vending-machine operators, stude nt baulers, and book exchanges.
But by all standardsthenewest
and biggest service is tbe cnl
invented by two Harvard )miors
in ii65:"Long on l.ngenuit;r. blt
short on ingenues, they decided
to apply computer techniques to
collegiate dating."
The idea has given birth to

BURIIIES

WO ULD

YARDLEY

Create y o u r own business
enterprise and pay your college
bills!
More .and more college stu. dents are using the statement
as a theme song ol success.
In the April Reader's Digest,
Mr. PeterSandman,StanCordUniversicy graduate, reports that
the "campus captialist'' is r&placing the student employee,
with jobs paying up to $1.25
an hour.
These jobs are giving way to .

l/ou

L.16(E" Pf..l1L8E~T,
il-4RT TAK E S
r<ES:\L PEP IC..R"ll o-.1 , • ·

Mary Shelley finally got so ti red of being bitten that
she went into another room and wrote FrankenJ~tein.
Upon reading the manuscript, Shelley and Byron got so
scared they immediately booked pas.~age home to England. Keats tried to go too, but he was so small that the
clerk at the steamship office couldn't see him over the top
of the counter. So Keats remained in Rome and died of
shortness.
Byron and Shelley cried a lot and then together composed this immortal epitaph:

Good old Keats, he might have been 3hort,
But he was a great American and a heck of a good sport.

* * *

O IM. IIIu 81ou1au

Trutla, not poetry, u tlae concern o f Pe r•o ruuJ, arultH
teU you truly tlaat you' ll noc fin4 a betl6r .Jan.,ing co.a.
bination tlaan P e r•oniUJ arul Burrrur..SiuJ~~e, r epdt.lr or

..e~~JMl.
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No 'Spring Break'
For Eight Students
In Church of Christ

DISCUSSING PEACE . . • • • Mike Duffy (clttlng on t h.e desk )
moderator, leads the discussion at the last mMting of t he Loyal

Eight students are giving u,p
their spring vacations this year
to help the Stanton Church ~
Christ in a series of gospel meetings, according to Mr. Wayne
Williams, School ~ Education.
These studerts will contact
each home in the cotnmlmity and
nearby towns. They plan to Invite
the residents to attend the series
of sermons and offer them the
opportunity to enroll in a Bible
corre spondence course.
Signing up for the project are
Judy Morrow, Benton: Cyrthla
Dupree, Folsomdale; Joe Jones,
Clinton; James Gantt, Betty Goheen, Ann Miller, Don Nanny,
Betty Usrey, all of Murray; and
Mr. Williams.
T he group will leave Saturday
morning and return the following
Thursday or Friday.

Americans for Pe a ce. The othen are reading the literature pan •
out during the meeting. ( S.. story on Page 5. )

KIRK DISCUSSES POVERTY:

Graduate Cabinet
Fills 2Vacancies

Appalachia Inhabited by 8 Million

Thomas, Gill Win
Military Science's
Weekly Citations

David Babbs and Douglas LaJn.
Donald Gill, sturgis, and WUs killed, the migratory, and the educationally," stated Mr. Kirk. bert have been named to the Gra- liam A. Thomas, Calvert City,
duate
Cabinet
a.s
replacements
He e:xpla.ined that most fi these
senior citizens are only a few
were selected as "cadets ~
"Appalachia is an area cover- that he named.
people became farmers. When for two members who graduated t h e Week" by the milltarying pu-t fi 12 states and is in"Senior citizens ms.ke u pone- the industrial revolution came, in January, accor ding to Linda se ience departm9nt last week.
habited by about 8 million people. half ~ the poor with an income it hit at their only source ct m. Stockton, secretary.
Cadets Thomas and Gill were
They have r icb land, urban cen- ~ slightly over $20 a week, " com&-farmtng and mining.
Babbs represents tbe School of chosen Cor their outstandingmlllters, and several major cities, stated Mr. Kirk.
In thinking about solutions for Arts and Sciences, and Lambert tary appearance and bearing oot
but there is trouble in the r ural
T he aged have to depend on this problem. one has to stuey represents the School ~ Applied ot battalions ~ approximately
area,, stated the Rev. Cecil social security or income from the culture~ these people. "The Science and Technology.
800 cadets each.
Kirk. United Campus Ministry. relatives. Relief is usually tho people are reluctant to move
Chosen fr om the Second aatt.
During his speech"Appalachia last resort, and this is difficult from the only security that they Graduate Cabinet
lion, Gill isafresbmanarttrlllJor.
-Our Visible Poor" at the UCM to get oo and difficult to stay on have," e:xpla.ined Mr. Kirk.
A sophomore Jnlljoring in cheluncheon Wednesday, Mr. Kirk he explained.
He went on to say that the Issues Newsletter
mical engineering, Thomas was
pointed out that there are many
''The poor are emotionally up. pr ograms that train these pe().
selected from the First Batta.The Graduate Cabinet ha s
illusions about poverty.
set and become pessimistic and ple for jobs reallY don't help. mailed newsletters to all tulJ.. lioo.
" Statistics never seem to depressed. These people don't The people are trained for the
agree because poverty i s never progress when this becomes in- jobs, but then these jobs aren't time graduate students, according to Linda s. stockton, Gradefined in the same way. Let's ternalized," said Mr. Kirk.
available in the Appalachia. area. duate Cabinet secretary.
define poverty as those wbo sur"These people are expected t o Arter one learns a skill he is
Pan-time graduate studerts
fer a level ~ living below the act just like we do. T hey have moved rli ~ relief, even though
are asked to consult the bulleminimum basic requirements," ditferem diets-they just get by- he doesn't have a. job.
he added.
"These people believe that to tin boards at their respective
and they are four times more
According to the Bureau ~ succeptible to chronic diseases get too much education is a dan- schools for this newsletter.
The letrer contains informaLabor Statistics those defined as as we are," he explained.
gerous thing. They threatentheir
poor are a family of four earnown seetlrlt;y. tr they-do mme t ion f1 Interest to botb full;
It has been said that tbe poor they tend to settle together inthe and pa.rt,.time graduate students.
ing less than $4,000 a year, or
an individual earning less than m~ can't afford to~ sick. Mr. new areas, then they are viewed
$2,000. With these statistics one- Kirk elaborated on this statemem upon as being uncivlllzed and deThe Spottswood Home at Glasfourth fi the population is now liv- by saying that the poor can't spised by all as being 'hill- gow was built In 1800 trom plans
afford
either
physical
or
memal
ing in poverty.
billies'," said Mr. Kirk.
drawn by 'Thomas .Jeffer son,
However, Mr. Kirk hastened illness.
The spirit ~these people seem
to explain that there is a dint.inc"In Appalachia the -people set,. to have been broken. They become
tion between provert;y and low in- tled in the hollows and became a part of the "happy-pappy" pr ().
come. He used the example fithe isola~d-socially, culturally, and grams where there ts no clignity
college student who earns less
to their work.
than $2, 000 but doesn't suffer
Any solution must come from
from poverty.
within
the life~ the people, said
" ln a way poverty is invisiMr Kirk in conclusion.
TODAY, 12:30
ble because one can buy relatively
-~
~-·
.. --. LUNCHEON (60c)
cheap clothes. The average perLast year Mr. Kirk went to
" How to Adve rtise and Promote Ideas"
son doens't see these people
Lexington !or a civic project on
Prof. L. H. Edmondson
living in certainpoverty-stricken
The ninth concert ~ the loth the poor . This year he attended
MSU Journalism Division
sect ions. They are also political- annual contemporary Arts Festi- a conference in Berea on deally invisible because they really val will be presented at 3:30 ing with the problems of Appal&,
have no ~ so in society," ex- Sunday afternoon, Apri128, In the chia.
TOMORROW: MAUNDY THURSDAY
plained Mr. Kirk.
Auditorium.
COMMUNION
.
UCM CHAPEL
Several categories ~ people
The program will be performed
7 • · m. - According to Christian Church ( Disc iples ) tndition
fall within the classification ~ by the University CboirandC~
2 p. m . -According to Episcopal tradition
poor. Tho poor farmer s, the un- rus under tho direction ~ Mr.
9
p. m.- According to Methodist tradition
Episcopal
Robert K. Baar, music division.
Phi Bet• umbd• to He•r
Each service, wt'llch wUI last about 20 minut.s, Is OIMft to
"Carmina Burana" and "Catulli
Carmina
(Praelusio)"
by
Mr
.
all who wish hi participate.
Wr•ther Tomorrow Night
Carl orrc will be the numbers
1620 W. Main St.
Phi Beta Lambda will elect to be sung.
APRIL 24, l2: 30 ..... _ .....
.... .. .. LUNCHEON {60c)
Mr. Orfl is a contemporary
officers at its meeting at 7 tom" The Place of Responsible Dissent"
SUNDAY WORSHIP
orrow night in 104Business Bldg. German composer living in Can-,
Mr. M.O. Wrather, executive ada. He has wr itren in all areas
Dr. Joseph Price
vice-president ~ the university, f1 music and his compositiooa
.t7:301. m. &
MSU English Dept.
will be the guest speaker. All are stylized by ne().primitive rhymembers are urged by the so- thmic declamations with sparse
11.151. m.
APRIL 21, 10:30 • 8 P.M.
ONE·DAY RETREAT
orchestral accompaniment.
cretary to attend.
By Sandra Lawrence

Uniled ,Campus Minislry

Choir and Chorus
In Coocert SUnday

•••

t

St. Jolm's
Church

Ttt.~ :

Wednesd•y --------- Bible Clnses 7:00 p . m.
College class t•ught by W•yne Willi•m•
Thurscl•y •t 6:05 p . m. ---------- at Student Center
Sund•y •t 9:30 • · m ·------------- Bible Classes
Sund•y •t 6 p . m.

---------- Worship

UIIVERSITY
CHURCH ol CHRIST
106 N. 15th

753-1881

" What Does It Mean to Be Human?"
Call753-3531 for more information.

Wed Murray
Church ol
Christ

APRIL 30, 7:30 P. M.

MAY 3 . s

SUNDAY
Bible Study _ 10:00 a.m.
Worship ___ 10:50 a.m.
Worship __
7:00 p .m.

WEDNESDAY

'\

" St. Joan" by G. B. Shaw
Preserftd by Alpha & Omega Playen of North
Hollywood, Cellf. Admission FREE .

S. 18th •t Holid•y Drive

7:30p.m. Bible Study
Phon• 753-3800
753-n69
For Tr1nsport•tlon
or lnform•tlon

FIRST METHODIST C"'URCH

.....

·

WEEKEND AT ECUMENICAL
INSTITUTE IN CHICAGO

Study Topic : Contemporary Theology
Call 753-3531 for moN information- $10 cost.

. HAPPY EAS'I'EB
Please CUp and Save

b

,

,......

w....._.,,Aprii10, 1968

For tbe averqe alrl watcber.
the proepect ol eiiCCitllllllrl
. . . . . . ol mlnklacltele&lhoM
poles with walat.-Jcq ..... wu
enouab 1o lellllldm ~1otlle
JOlt Gftlce clutching h1l PJ81boy
Hlllctlptlcm. But now the Jlrla
lace the aame dilemma.

And take a IGok at the current
crop ol 1UJ1 adorrl1ng the 1J1181
ol tile bfa, sUck mapzinea. 1'be7

have ~hair, wiUolr
bufldl and not a 1qle ba1r on
tbelr chHD. Tiley coaJdalt tame
a lion with a Sherman tank and
only the blaut ot them could

Wickland, a house of hlltllrical ad ardaltecCura1 dlatlnctloa
at Bardltolm, baa been the hOme

qualU,y far the Charles Atlaa

oltbnepii'DOI'I.

"before" coatract.

1be molt extreme manifesta-

·-

tion of tbla Twls eanpklon
baa been the presentation ol •
Hne ol lannal and aeml-lormal
aldrta lor men. Witb the advent
ot 11a1r1 calvN protrudlrw from
knee--.ch ldltl, we fear tbe

II

atrla ...., .tusttftablJ .., bid~
wbb tbe retired ..............
and twitch on the TV In bopH
ol catchirw Alan Ladd re-nna.

Home Ec Will Give

lUI HI .&-n
.a..
.,
- r ·l 25

rl=

JUNIOR RIPRIIINTATIVI •• • ••• 1'he vtct.n .....,..;;~
11u111nt CeuMI electlen .... (frella left t.
Vlv an ..._ .,
1be Home EcGaomlcl Club'• Cape Glra,.av, Me.; Mia ltuuel, Murray; ~tlllf will

lprilw

=

~~~be A&lrl1 ~ =.::.t:i.:.:::W...:t.~

In the -~-e room tbe Holne EccmoiDit.a . . . Gt tbe'
Applied Science BleW.
1be proJI"UD far . . . . . . .
will be "Fuhion~ F r ••

:::::,.,r

.,

Cherry's."

Glrla wiahlzw to attend should
stan up In 1he home eccnomlca
clepaJtment. The price is .1.50

a person.

At RuaaellvWe Ia tile buildbw wbere dllriJw the Clvll War
aaulbem I,YIIli1Uhben liMit 1o

cd

.riel•....

orpnlze the Confederate Prorialooal Gcwemmera ol Kenluclo'.

c..aa
.
107

I

u
y
What a coot way

1 BEl 11.11 WilDE- na•.r.ss
r

W. MAIN & 7th ST., MUIIAY

Slldal, FMIIIJ Disclllll
liunaleed BigMII Gulilf

SAVE \f!Mfl STAMPS
FOB FlEE WOLIIE

togetonthe
~a~rwey.

or dole

In a hMimock. Or bicycle

around the continent.

Jantan Sun Sheen lhatchmakera.
All Jm-P,... flnllh • • •

wah them. let your c1tyer do
the lrontng. 50% l)ecrone polyester,

50% cotton In flower bright putela of
tiger pink, lemon \wilt, ~llhoolc • .......,

blue. white. Sun Sheen knit pullover, 8-M-L.
Sun Sheen chino bemluda, 8--11,

$4.10

$6.99 '

~

JUst wear a smileand aJantzen

, ... u
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SOCIAL WHIRL:

Cadets to 'Go Derby' lor Ball
By Deb M•tt.la
The Kentucky Derby wUl be
the theme for this season's Military Ball to be presented by
the ROTC department April 26.
T he gayla occassion will be
from 8 p.m. until 12 in the
SUB ballroom.
The Men f1 Note will play
lor the dance.
Dress for cadets will be cla.&slc uniform, with semi-form\1
attire lor their dates.
Committee
chairmen are
Roger Orner, sturgis, enterta~
ment; John Woodard, O'Fallon,
Ill., publiciiy; Tim Hendrickson,
Miami, Fla., food; and John
Bourne, Oberlin. Ohio, decora-tions.

Pledte Offlcen
Bob Ogle, Beechwood, N.J.,
has been named president ol PI
Kappa Alpha pledge class.
other officers are: Rodney
Martin, Bardwell, vlc&-presldent; Dan Miller, Murray, sec-

r etary; Rick Parker, Canal Point, Clarence Weathers, Louisville;
Fla., treasurer; Eddie Hancock, Stewart Jenkins, Bardwell.
Madisonville, chaplain; Baxter
Jerome Brandon, Murray;
Bilbrey, Murray, and Bill Sher- Charles Luney, Breckenridge;
rill, Paducah, social chairmen; Marshall Sandusky, Loulsvtlle;
Ricbard Crossen, Louisville, and Michael Mumford, Hopkinshistorian; and Hiram Sanders, ville.
Marks, Miss. , sergean~t.-erms.
New pledges are DonaldSmlth,
Russellville. and Otis stewart.
TKE PIMtte Offlcera
Birmingham.
Tau Kappa Epsilon pledge
Pinnings
class officers ar e Ken Bailey,
Hammond, Ind. , president; Greg
Recent pinnings on campus inKnapp, Crystal Beach, Canada, clude: Barbara Shouse CSigma
vice-president; Randy Symanski, Sigma Sigma), Sturgis, to TomWaterviliet, N. Y., treasurer; my Hansen (Alpha Tau Omega),
Jerry stellato, Watervliet, N.Y., sturgis; and Saundra Hopewell
secretary; John Fritz, Union (Alpba Omicron PI), Valley StaDale, N, Y,, sergeanklkrms; tion, to Dean Rodney (Alpha Tau
and Rich Hopkins, Murray, p&.l'- Omega), Murray.
llamentarlan.
tt.wMembwa
Eight men initiated recently
by Kappa PI are:
Melvin Cage, West Memphis,
Ark.; Henry Ar mstrong, Fulton;

Fe~uson

Renamed Nominations Are Due April 29
Head of Kappa Phi For 'Ideal Greak' Man, Women

Melvin Ferguson, Providence,
has been re-elected president of
Kappa Phi social fraternH;y.
Ferguson is a senior majoring in chem.!stry and psychology.
Other officers are:
Mk llael Hamilton, South FulOrders for wigs will be taken throughout the week follow- ton, Tenn. , vice-president; Henry
ing the fashion display. When Armstrong, Fulton, treasurer;
the order is taken, the lady•s Kenneth Miguel Morris, Paducah.
size i s taken and her color is corresponding secr etary; Stewmatched with a color wheel pro- art Jenkins, Bardwell, recording s e c r e t a r y; Clarence
vided by the manufacturer.
A small down payment will be Weathers, Louisville, alummi
required to Insure the order. secretary; James &ocks, Akron.
. Approximately two weeks will Ohio, marshall.
William 0 r r, Louisville,
be required for delivery,
pledgemaster; Marshall Sendu&"These are genuine wigs,"
said Art Perrault, manager ol ky, Loul svUle, assistant pl~&
master; Melvin Gage, WestMemthe sale. "We can sell them less
expensively because we deal In pbis, Ark., Historian; Michael
T. Mumford, HopkinsvUle, parvolume."
"You cannot boy the same liamentarian; and · Donald W.
quality wigs for as low a price ::Ievenson, LoulsvUJe, chaplain.
anywhere in the area, We Invite girls to compare our wigs
and prices with other merchants.
We are offer ing them a real
chance to get that hairpiece that
they bave always wanted but could
never alford," he said.

Hair Hunters' Bonanza
Offered by Sigma Nus
Want to get "a head.. in the
world? How about some~ to
make that bead you have more
attractive?
Sigma Nu social fraternity wlll
sponsor a wig sate Aprll ~o
through May 4.
The sale will ~ with a
Faslon Show to display the
hairpieces at 7:30 p.m. April
25 in Meeting Rooms 1-2 or the
SUB,
Sigma Nu will present a demonstration of the articles on sale
and explain and display the var·
lous types of hairpieces available.
Refreshments will be served.
Students and the general publlc
are invited.
The wigs will be on display In
the Sigma Nu fraternity room
throughout the week following
the fashion show. Members will
take orders individually and in
the fraternity room in Wilson
Hall.
Three types of hairpieces will
be on sale. All are 100 percent
hand-tied, hwnan hair. Import..
ed from ltaly, they are available in a large assortment of
colors,
The hairpieces include wiglets, full wigs, and Calla (1n
long~
medium, and s h o r t
leJ1ithS,)

Prices range from $10to$200.

CONVENTION PLANS •••.• Dick Bl•ckaton (left), P•ducah; Joe
D•y (center), Nebo; •nd Kenny str.nge, L•Center; dlscUII pl•n•
for PIKA's 13th convention held •t Little Rock, Arkensu , Reprewnting the local ch•pter were ten men who r•ted high in reports
concerning rush, pledgeship, achol•rshlp, •nd Cent.nni•l •ctlvltlet.

Nominations for " Ideal Greek
Man" and ''Ideal Greek Woman"
must be turned in by April 29.
Each fraternity is asked to
submit nominations Cor "Ideal
Greek Woman" and each sorority
submit nominations for "Ideal
Greek ~n."

Names should be submitted to
Tom Stark, fraternity chairman,
and Lynda Albritten, sorortcy
chairman,
V~ will take place April
29, with the results announced
May 11 at Faculty Night.

Murray Beauty Salon
NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
PHONf 753-3142

For TJae Woman W'Jao Cares

cJhip'r(Shore~
Heavenly
body
shift.

HOLLUD
' DRUGS

7.00

The Shoe Tree
hasSARDALB

...

BAGS
by

Villager aDd £tienae IIJgner
IIJso, CaiiYas SJaoes in
Spriftg Faslai0111 Colors
COME TAKE A LOOKI

The seam-shaper. Simply a summer must. Neat. Slim.
Trim. Easy to care for in crisp 65% Dacron• polyester,
35% cotton Whippet Twill . Back zip. Heavenly colors.
Sizes 8 to 18.

'•a•l6
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TRAVELING PRESENTS PROBLEMS:

Plan Your Wardrobe Carefully, Men ~_J-. -:=;
By O.b Mathis
styles, Crom the button-down,
Traveler, college student, or stripe and solid, to the checked
YOUI'li executive, there are cer- or knit sport shirts.
tain basic necessities whichyour
The wardrobe should also conwardrobe should contain.
Most oC you now are college tam sweaters, pull-over or button
students, but within a few years up.
you might be a traveler or a
A numberof ties should be on
buslness executive.
hand
in various styles to accent
So, wlU1 this possibility in
mind, take a critical lool< at any kind of suit. Socks of various shades should also be ready
your wardrobe,
First, does it measure up to to go with any attire.
the clothing standards of such
A Pair of dress shoes, sports
magazines as Esquire and oth- shoes, and slippers arc essener experts in masculine attire? tials in a well-stocked wardTo assure the college student robe - as a minimum.
oC having Ole right thing at the
To keep the wardrobe up
right time, he should plan his
college wardrobe along certain don't forget a couple of belts,
plain and casual.
lines.
The wardrobe shc)IJld contain a
The traveler's wardrobe varsolid or pinstripe worsted suit, a ies only slightly.
suit oC wool or fiber blend, a
In addition to the items consports jacket and a blazer.
Slacks should be in abundance, tained in the college student's
ward.robe Ole traveler's attire
in both dress and casual.
An overcoat and a raincoatare should consist of a number ot
also necessities in Ole .college light-weight, washable items.
wardrobe.
Some essentials arc wash-andShlrta should be of various wear slacks, Ught,.weight suits,
walking shorts, and perhaps evening clothes for special occasHarm Art Gallery sions.
In selecting items for his wardOpens in Paducah
robe, the traveler should bear in
The nation's first. "Free Pub- mind that he will be on the go
lic Ray Harm Art Gallery" op- and that climates vary. This sugened in Paducah Saturday at the gests a variety and appropriaPaducah Bank and Trust Co. teness In items.
The business executive must
The collection consists of
Cramed wildlife prints by Mr. be concerned witJ1 reflecting a
Harm who is acclaimed by many good image. Therefore his attire
to be the "20th Century Audu- should be chosen with a rathbon... The collection consists er reserved and dignified touch.
of 33 prints; as new prints beEssenial in Ulis wardrobe are
come available Uley will be a number of dark suits, as well
as sports suits in varlng fabadded to the collection.
ric combinations.
Each print Is a collector's
item because after each initial
Also included are dark slacks,
printing of 500 copies the plates
are dcstro ~·
=--~---Mr. Harm's daughter, Barbara, is a sophomore art major
at MSU. She was the first-place
winner in Ole Kappa Pi scholarship contest in 1966.
Ann Burns, junior, and A1an
Farrell, graduate student, gave a
Cellist and Violist,
joint music recital Monday night
in the Recital Hall r1 the Fine
Lynn Fraser, Holt,
Arts Bldg.

an overcoat, and a raincoat.
Shirts should be in various
colors and collar styles, with a
sufficient number on hand.
Tics should also be numerous
and In a variety of colors and
designs.
Other essential items are several pairs of shoes, socks, belts,
and small items such as pocket
squares.
The executive should also have
a full set of evening attire.
These basic wardrobes areap.
plicable to practically any occupation, but perhaps not to any
budget.
It's expensive to dress, but
in man.r cases it pays off - in
the long run.

Ceramics Shown
In Louisville Area
By MSU Teacher
Work done by Mr. Fred Shep.
ard, art division, can current..
ly be seen at two art shows in
the Louisville area. .
The Cirst Louisville Craft
Biennial Exhibition openedSaturday at the J. B. Speed Museum
Mr. Shepard has several pieces
of ceramics in the show. Among
the pieces are five porcelain cups
and some covered stoneware.
The other show, the Louisville Festival r1 Fine Arts, is
being held at the university oC
Louisville, Belknap Campus. Mr.
Shepard has several stoneware
jars in this show, which opened
Monday.

THE COLLEGE LOOK . . , •• The college student's wardrobe
should contain certain basic: Items. Lee Engel, Fulton, exhibits
the attire nec:esury for a well.dressed college man.

'Greek Goddess'
Entry Date April 22
Nominations for "Greek Goddess,. must be submitted to Alpha
Gamma Delta social sorority by
April22.
The contest, sponsored in connection with Greek Week, is composed of nominations Crom Ole
fraternities and sororities.
Contestants will be judged on
the basis of beauty, poise, and
personality.
"The "Greek Goddess.. will
be chosen at the talent show May
9.

DEEP TAR
BOLLARD
DRUGS
Study Our Ads

Ann Bums, Farrell
Give Joint Recital

To Present Recital

Fraser, viollncellist, wlll be
accompanied by Nancy Hughes,
Holt, violist, wlll be accompanied by Hilton Thomas.
The program will include:
Boccherlnl's Concerto in B-Flat
for 'Cello, Corelli's "La Folla," J. S. Bach's Suite for Solo
Viollncello in G, J. S. Bach's
Sonata, No. 8 in B-Flat Major,
and Bruch's "Popper's 'Kol Xidrei'," Op, 47, and Popper's
"Vito."

Miss Burns, pianist, and Far·
rell, trombonist, were accompan..
ied by Marie Taylor, Paducah
Junior College student.
The program included: 'T'eleman's Sonata, J. s. Bach's Toccata in O.Minor, saint-Saens's
"Cavatine," Gri!fes' "Roman
Sketches," Liszt's "Annces de
Pelerinage 11, Italic," Paul W.
Whear's SOnata, and Chopin's
Scherzo in S.Flat Minor.
This recital by Miss Burns
was in partial fulfillment r1 the
requirements oC the bachelor r1
music-education degree and by
Farrell in partial fulfillment oC
the master oC music-education c».
gree.

This recital by Fraser and
Holt is in partial fulfillment of
the requirements ot the bachelor
of music..OOucatlon degree.

Dr. Hunter Attends
Workshop on TV

Lynn Fraser and Daniel Holt
wlll give a music recital at 8
tonight In the Recital Hall of
the Fine Arts Bldg.

Dr. Donald Hunter, dean of Ulet
School of Education, attended an
educatonal-televfsion workshop •
Friday at McKlnzie, Tenn.
Mitchell Bryant's senior art
Dr. Hunter addressed approxi·
exhibit is being held in the Hall mate]y 150 teachers and worked
Gallery of the Fine Arts Bldg, with them in different groups.
The exhibit went up Saturday The workshop was part of a
and will remain open wttil Friday. training program ror educationThe exhibit consists of paint- al television which Tennessee is
planning to adopt.
ings, prlnts, and jewelry,

T.W.

BORGXWARNER.

PORTABLE 8-TRACK
TAPE CARTRIGE
PlAYER

Bry•nt's Senior Art Exhibit
Now on Displ•y in G•llery

Wesl Side Beauty Shop
104 N. 15th St.

753-3344

Four Operators to Serve You
IRENE RAY

DOODLE LATIMER

MILLIE TYNES

JESSIE HAYES

WIGS, HAIRPIECES, FALLS

Cart a tune.,." is a battery powered portable tape
cartridge player that goes where you go, plays
where you play. Its solid state circuitry and sturdy
ABS plastic case make it a hearty traveller.
Plays all standard eight track cartridges. Carries
a nation·wide ports and labor warranty.

"PERFECT FOR RORIDA11

CHUCK'S MUSIC CERTER
1411 MAIN ST.

753-3687

~~--~~--------~~----------------------~------------------------------------------~
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Mature, Stable Qualities
Typical of Vista Worker

VOLUNTE ERS ••••• Edgar Hume,
Frankfort, telks to Vide volunteers In the SUB.

V ISTA

"A Year Towards Tomorrow,.,
the slogan of VIsta (Volunteers
In Service to America) is apro.
pos of the work or this organization. The Vista volunteer gives
a year of his life to the service
or his fellow American.
Vista volunteers serve in six
different areas or the United
States : on Indian reservations, ln
Job Corps Centers, with the mentally ill, in urban ghettos, in Appalachia and the rural South,
and aid to the migrant worker.
According to Miss Sherley Serena, a Vista recruiter on
campus last week, "A Vista
volunteer is a mature and emo.
tionally stable person."
While working ln Vista one
needs to realize that hls job is
not to do for the people, but
to make them aware or ways to
help themselves. A major trait
of the VIsta volunteer is that
he is able to bounce back when
disappointment comes along.
A criterion for a volunteer is
interest in helping those of a
lower educational and economic

The volunteers telked with Interested studenta and
gave lnformetlon about the progra m.

STUDENTS RISK LEGAL PUNISHMENT:

Pot Calle·d 'This Generation's Alcohol'
(ACP) - "Marijuana Is this
generation's alcohol." "Kids today smoke pot as avidly as the
generation before swallowed
goldfish,u
'That's the way two news writers
expressed their findings concerning the use of marijuana,
the Valparaiso (Ind.) University
Torch said. The use, sale, or
possession of marijuana has
greater legal consequences than
drinking alcohol. The use or pot
has become a source of great
concern on campuses across the
country.
Why do students smoke it?
Some make a ritual of it, some
enjoy the intensity of sense perceptions, some are glad for the
new perspective of li!e gained
!rom the deep sleep after a
trip. But all run the risk or I~
· gal ,PUOislunent.
The increasing use of pot on
campuses was reflected by the
insertion in Valparaiso's Student Handbook this year of the
clause: "Any unauthorized useor
drugs, barbituates, etc., is prohibited by state law and by the
University." One Valparaiso
dean regards the clause as a
"sign of the times," since pot
is becoming an •'inevitable part
of campus life,"

The Marijuana Act or 1937 or are in poor social perspectfirst outlawed marijuana and the Ive."
Federal Narcotic Act of 1956
With most of the 15,000 arclassified selling, using, or pos- rests last year among college
sessing lt as a federal felony, students, the legallt;y of such
It also established mandatory severe laws is being questioned.
minimum sentences of two years
Boston, Att;y. Joseph s. ~
for possessing and five years In
eri is challenging the law in the
for selling pot.
Commonwealth vs. Leis and
The stiff penalties were en- Weiss case. He claims he does
acted on the basis or the tncor- ' not advocate legalizing marirect classification or marijuana juana but feels the law &hould
as a narcotic. It is actually a lnclude age limits and less s~
mild hallucenogenic drug which vere punishments, somewhat
is not addictive, leaves no hang- comparable to drinking laws.
over, and apparently docs no pel'- Similar legal cases are testing
manent physical damage. There the laws ln at least ten other

It seems likely, the Torch
concluded, that the U. S, Supreme Court wlll soon have to
deal with the old marijuana law
in Ught of increased knowledge
and more widespread use of pot.

background, Miss Serena pointed out. lie also needs a basic
knowledge of the problems of
the tJnlted States.
~ring the years or service
Vista Volunteers teach the people practical knowledge, which
has previously been foreign to
those individuals. Most of this
knowledge is that which is never learned in a classroom.
The goal or the Vista workers
is to eradicate poverty, Miss
Serena said. They live in the
same oppressed conditions with
the people, and they quickly learn
and understand the needsofthose
people.
The Vista volunteer certai.nJy
does not take this job for economical reasons. The pay is
very low and the hours quite
long.
The volunteers receive $75 a
month, plus a readjustment allow·
ance or $50 a month on completion ol their service,
In order to qualify for acceptance by VIsta a person need
not be a college graduate. At the
present 77 percent of the volunteers have had some coUege
training, but they are not necessarily college graduates.
A person applying for Vista
must be at least 18 years old and
willing to give a year of his
life "in service to America...

Early
Detection
Is Bell
Protection
Against

COTY
COSME'fiCS

BOLLUD
DRUGS

Ca~r

are nowith~wal
sym~msas 1as:ta:~:s:·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .::::::::::::::::::=:::!.~:::::::::::::::::::::f
there
are with narcotics.
The old idea that marijuana
leads to heroin has been discredited in reports or the Pr~
sldent's Crime Commission and
verbally denounced by Mr. John
Flnlator, director of the Bureau
of Drug Abuse Control. The problem of pot, then, is more a
legal than a medical problem.
The White House Conference on
Narcotic and Drug Abuse stated in 1962: "The hazards or
ma1ijuana per se have been
greatly exaggerated , • • long
criminal sentences imposed upon
the occasional user or possess-

ROW ••• AT
BYAI'S

ENJOY

ty'
QttaltU;

.Qta~J~e

MILK
The MILK
With All
The EXTRAS

[iYeJ]~n~~
BOPPER

~~
'\-...::~

The Fun Easy VVay
to bounce around . .. is In Californla Cobblers
'Bopper.' A soft little kidskin flat with a smashing
bow and tortoise buckle to swing you Into spring In
style. It's terrificl In navy and yellow. $12.95.
at

BYAI SHOE STORE

HOMOGlNil£0

i

M. • .i

· /~

K

..

~

MILES CLOSER DAYS FRESHER

RYAN MILK CO., INC.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PHONE 753-3012
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First Four Classes
Set Official Opening
Of Latest Buildings
The first four classes met in
t he new AgriculturalEngineering
Bldg. Monday to mttktheofficial
opening o f the latest addition
to the MSU campus.
The building, which witheQ.ui~
ment costs about $200, 000,
passed the final inspections Friday by Peck Associates of Paducah, the architectural engineers;
Waldron Batey, and Wade ofHos>kinsville, the mechanical engineers, and a representative of the
State Engineering Commission
from Frankfort.

I

According to Mr. Bill Cherry,
t he agriculture department, the
building will be used this semester for two classes in metal and
two in agriculture machinery.
Three-week classes in machinery repair and in electricity are
scheduled to be held in the buildind this summer. Electricity and
farm - construction classes are
tentatively set to be taught there
in the fall.
The newbuilding,looaredonthe
west side of the campus on 16th
Street, features a large area for
various labs, two tool-storage
rooms, a balcony for the storage
of supplies, and rooms equipped
for painting and drying.
The large shop space will house
the electricity labthema.chinery-

service area, the woodworking
area, and the welding area.
In addition, there are a lobby
and an office for the receptionist,
GO individual lockers, a n d a
shower room for students.
Formal dedication of the building is scheduled for May 15.

GETTING READY FOR FLORIDA . . • . • Decked Out In their
bikinis working on their sun tans, titese girls don't want to be caught
unprepared when spring vacation arrives April 12 and it is time
to make the long lourney to Florida. Sunbathing In their usual spot,

the grassy plot ~lnd W~s Hall, the girls pass a~ay
leisure time readmg magaxmes and applying sun-tan lotion. T'My
dol'l' t want to be ...n in the Sunshin. State wititout a tan.

Miss Peden, Students Confer
In First Campus Campaign Visit
Murray State University was
the first stopping point Monday
for Miss Katherine Peden, a candidate for the Democratic nomination for the United States
Senate, on her two-week tour of
colleges and universities in the
state,
One o( 14 candidates Miss
Peden explained that before she
announces her platform she wants
to be responsive to the views
of the college men and women.
Miss Peden put her broadcast..
log experience to practice as she
interviewed students in front or
the SUB on their views concerning national issues, These interviews were taped to be used in
analyzing issues for her plat,..

torm.

After the campus tour she will
return to Murray State during

the first week of Ma.Y to report the results from the analysis of these interviews,
The candidate stated that there
would be 12 million more people
of voting age thls year. Because
of this, Miss Peden explained, it
was necessary to be informed of
the views of the college student.
Miss Peden aslted Cor opinions oo questions and students
in turn asked her opinions) relating to the draft, open housing,
guaranteed income, veteran' s benefits, President Johnson' s pol..
icy in Viet Nam, increased tuition. the United States' policy
in .South · East Asia, Peace
Corps, the Pueblo incident, 5per
cent sales tax, strip mining, consumer problems, problems of
farmers, and civil-rights bills,

,,

L
BATHING BEAUTY •••• . Debby Hughes, a News photographer,
enloyed the first ra ys of spring sunshine Saturday. While she relaxed with a book, another photogr apher snapped her picture.

ROLLS P\ES

O~UTLUD

BAKERY

NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

1968 CAMARO
To Be Given Away
Alter Spring Break
(No Purchase Ne~essary)

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET

HAPI'f~_ _,.._. . .
""'

CONFERRING WITH KATHERINE . . . . .
Katherine Peden, candidate for the Democ ratic
nomination for US se nator from Kentucky, was
on campus Monday to talk wltit students. She

taped students' questions and opinions for future
use in her campaign. Murray was the fi rst stop
on her campaign on college campuses across the
state.

THE NEWS

urray
thanks all its industry for making this community a better place to live.
Why do we in this community thank you? Because you've
brought more business to our area . .. because you've increasect-;obs for all our citizens . . . because you've shared

in our community needs and obligations, like the very good
and desirable citizens you are. We're happy to have you
with us . . . we hope you stay a long time.

~

Industry Appreciation Week has been set aside as the time when .
all Kentuckians officially acknowledge their debt to industry
and express their deepest gratitude. We thank not only the 195

..Industry Appreciation Week,"
April 22-27, 1968

industries that have announced new plants or plant expansions
during 1967, but also those firms that have been established here
for many years.
Commissioner
of Commerce
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90 MSU Students
Visit Fl Campbell
·For Army Training
Appr oximately 90 military science cadets went to Ft. Campbell last week Cor a militaryorientation program.
The purpose ci the trip was to
teach the cadets army life arid how
training is conducted.

MONSTER AND FRIENDS • • •• • TheM MSU c.. . . . .,. lfudy.

lng the use of the gas m•sk • t Ft. C•mpbell l•st weekend. The
ceclets t.at.d the m•sk• in tMr..gu ch•mb.rs u pert of tfMt tr•lnlng
in •rmy lit. they ,_•lved •t the base.

Sparks Lauds Area Legislators
For Sound Political Reasoning
Dr, Harry M. Sparks, president at Murray State University, was the principal speaker at
a banquet Friday night given in
honor of West Kentucky' s state
repr esentatives and senators.
The affair, held at Ken-Bar
Inn, Gi lbertsvllle, was sponsor·
ed by the West Kentucky Bullding and Construction Trades
Councll.
Dr. Sparks praised thelegtslators, saying, ' 'You never had
,., people than
a tlner group v•
these to represent you in Frankfort. They never disgracedthemselves or you. They worked hard,
attended hearings until late at
night, their telephones rang off
the wall."
Stating that there i.s a definitely sound reasonl"lg behind polltical barpining, Dr. Sparks
went on to say that, "Sometimes they voted for bills they
were against and against bi 11s
they were for. When they did
• this, they were making maneuvers that we, as neophites,
don'
t understand.
were
building
support Cor They
ather measures they considered important Cor their people."
In broadening his topic to include the politics in general, Dr.
Sparks sought a reassessment
of two abused and misconstrued
words - "protlt" and politics."
"Profit," said Dr. Sparks,

AAU P Will Select
Officers by May 2
A slate of potential officers
for next year has been drawn up
by the Murray chapter citheAmerican Association of University
Professors.
Hcsults wlll be announced May

2.

The nominees for presidem

The groll{), composed oC Rangers, Pershing Rifles, advancedcorps cadets, and prospective advanced-corps cadets, lert Thur sday morning and returned saturday afternoon.
The cadets participated in wea- BANGI BANGI •••.• These ceclets ere •rnoft8 90 from Murray
who p•rtlclp•ted in h fl r ln9 of the M-14 rifle •t Ft. C•mpbell
pons-firing, went through a(tear) St•t•
lest weekend. This wu one phue of the tr•ining tbe cedets ,.._
gas chamber for gas-mask ~ ceived In we•ponry.
ing, participated in a camoflage
demonstration, had hand-to-hand
combat training, worked on a
compass course, practiced handgrenade throwing, lived in the
barracks, and were treated to a
Establishment of a Fr eedom
Each entrant should submit a
~uet at the Officers' Club.
Award by the John Hancock letter and clippings summariz..
Mutual Life Insurance Co. to ing his efforts, along with a soort

College Journalists Will Compete
For Award Honoring Hancock

Applications for Aid
For Fall Due May 1,
McDougal States

"comes from the Latin 'profectus, • which means 'to progress! We have the greatest
country in the world because of
the profit system."
A_wlications for financia l aid
With regard to politics, he said for the fall semester of 1968 are
that the essence of the word is due May 1, according to Mr.
to be fownd in its Latin derl- Johnny McDougal, coordinator of
vitive, which simply means "gov- student financial aid,
ernment of, by, and for the people."
Students a_wlytng for National
•
d
m that DeCense Student Loans, Edu"It' s politics an pro
cati6nal Opportunity Grants,
make the individual important in
N . Ed
try .. Dr s ks conNursing Loans, urstng
uc~
this coun •
' par
tional Opportunity Grants, and
eluded.
Work-Study positions must have
In addition to the keynote their applications in the Student
speech, freshman senator Car- Financial Aid otnce by this date.
roll Hubbard, Mayfield, was paid
a special tribute by a group of Afternoon Cl11ses Cancelled
Graves and Marshall County citizens.
/u Tribute to Martin L King
"W ·
1y ""'lieve ...ftt this
Classes we- dt·snu·ssed y~e&e slnCere ""'
.,,..
•"
first-term legislator, •• has a ter day at 1:30 and 2:30 as a tribright
future
in
Kentucky
pollbute
to
Dr.
Martin
Luther
King
tics, and we look forward to whO was slain Thursday
in Mem·
working to make thispredictiona phis. The amouncement came
reality," said Dr. Carroll Tray- from Dr. William G. Nash, dean
lor of Calvert City.
oe faculty.
.-----------------------.

SUMMER·EMPLOYMENT
On Thursday, April 25, a representative of The
Courier-Journal will be on campus from 9 a. m. to
5 p . m. to interview and test male applicants for
summer employment. Applicants must be willing
to travel Kentucky and Southern Indiana during
June, July and August. The position will pay
$75.00 per w eek salary plus trave l expe nses (meals,
lodging and transportation). Please co ntact your
placement office for time and place of interview.

arc Dr. Joseph Price, English,

and Dr. DonaldWhlsenhunt, his- " : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : = : : : : : = : : : : : : : ;
tory.
•
Candidates Cor vice-president
axe Dr. Wayne Beasley, history,
and Dr. Erwin Lal1to, chemistry.
Those nominated for secretary-treasurer are Miss Linda
Beemer, psychology, and Miss
605 Maple St.
Ruth Cole, nursing.

recognize independence and excellence in collegiate journalism

biography.

Entries should be mailed to:
has been announced by Or. Dario
Politella, president ot the Nation- Dr, John A. Boyd, Executive
al Council of College Publica~ Director, NCCPA, TMU-401, Indiana Sate U,, Terre Haute
ions Adviser s.
47809.
The award, consisting or a
.statuette of John nancock, first
Judges for the award wlll be
signer· of the Declaration or a panel of nationally recognized
Independence, and $250 in cash, a u t h o r i t 1 e s selected by
will be presented to the college t he NCCPA. The deadline for all
newspaper editor who best re- entries in May 15, 1968.
presents the spirit of the award
program.
Selection of the winner will be
made by the National CouncU
==~::::;;::, IT' S THf RAGE
of College Press Advisers. The
C
REG ULA R
1968 award presentatloo wlll be
M O D EL
made in New York at the annual
joint meeting of the NCCPA and
IIL::;.._..-:'I":L::IIEM.Jx,.
the Associated College Press
Tile IIMat IIIDOTIIUCTIIl£
I'OCKfT RUIIIDI STAIIP. %• • z•.
Nov. 1 at the Waldorf Astoria
~nd cht'clc or money 9rder. Be
Hotel,
eure ID I.P•Iude )'our Zip Code. Wo
Any student member of the
ptw~e or han.run. ehar~res. Add
..... tall.
editorial or business staff or a
' " - ................dl •• ........,
c<ilege or university student pub™• Mo....: co. ....:
lication which ia p.lblished In the
P. O. . . UIDa.. ..... ......
ATLARTA, If·· 30321
United Sates will be eligible Cor
the award.
..,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..._........__ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.
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Palace SPRDIO BRBAK Specicd

JaRG BAMBURGEJl.
Regular 55c Seller
Special Price With This Ad

39c each or 3 lor $1.00
Wed.- Thur.- Fri.
AprU 10. II. 12

The Palace Drive Ia 753-7992

Smort on Compus!

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

If you must burn,
burn carefully .••
burn legally.

HELP SMOKEY
BEAR PREVENT
FOREST FIRES

-.

• MACHIIIE SHOP
• RADIATOR SHOP
• COMPLETE LIKE OF
PARTS FOR
CARS. TRUCKS.
TRACTORS
Overnight Sevrice on Pam Not in Stock

DAY PHONE

NIGHT PHONE

753--4424

753-2595
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3-2 DECISION AGAINST RACER:

(humbler Factor in 2Victories
Freeman 2nd in D1sputed 100 Dash By Kentucky Stars Over Indiana
The official records ofthe 1968
Kentucky Relays show Clarence
Ray at . Kentucky state the wm.
ner oC the 100 meter dash, but
the 3,500 spectators at the meet
were not satisfied with the judges' decision.
_
Murray's Jim Freeman was
awarded second place with the
identical time of Ray, 10.3 seconds.
The race was one of cham~>
ions.
Bother runner s spurted from

SECOND? • • • Racer sprinter
J im Freeman wu nosed out by
Kentucky Stlte's Clu ence Ray
In Saturday's 100-meter dash at
the Kentucky Re lays - or was
he? The f inish wu so close that
It took five Judges severa l
minutes to declct.. Ray won In
a split decis ion (thr" votes to

two).

.

the starting blocks with

ama~

Murray was forced to withdraw from the short relays in
It wasntt until the 7G-meter which they are extremely powmark that either runner could erful. Leroy McGinnis and Al
manage the slightest edge. Ray Evans pulled hamstring muscles
gained a couple of steps on Fre&- in the preliminary heats Friday
man, but lost them as the two in the cold weather. ·
passed the 80..meter mark.
"Based on previous times, we
At the 90-meter marker Ray could have won two and possibly
was again inches ahead, but the all three of these relays 1l we
ftnal burst of speed by Freeman
at the 100 left the crowd saying, " The boy in the blue (Freeman) won it."
It was several minutes before the judges released their
decision. Three of the rive judges voted for Ray, the remainhle
two for Freeman.
Coach Bill Cor nell said:
"There is no doubt in my mind
that Jim won it; the spectators
seemed to think he did too. They
ran real good times; it would
be equal to a 9,4 in the lOG-yard
event, plus they ran into a II,.~
mile-an-hour wind.''
These two excellent sprinter s
will not meet again until the midsummer qualifications for the
Olympics and national honors. NO
• • •
l1 no
Murray's other outstanding doubt In my m ind that Jim won
runner, Tommie Turner, was UJ>' It; the spectators seemed to
set by an OVC competitor in the think he did too.'' This Is how
66G-yard dash. Jerry Singleton Racer trank Coach Bill Cornell
o! Middle Tennessee broke the felt about t he disputed Clarence
tape three-tenths or a second Ra y.J im F ree man 1·2 finish In
t he lOO·meter relay at Satur·
ahead of Turner.
day's Kentucky Relays.
The winning time was 1:17.
It will be late in May before were at full strength," Coach
Turner wtll have a chance to Cornell added.
Other performers placing for
avenge the defeat by Singleton,
as the two teams will not meet Murray were Eddie Hearne. fifth
until the OVC championship meet in the 100 meters; l\'lck Spadifino,
fourth in the javelin with a toss
at Johnson City, Tenn.
of 200..2; and Dennis McLelland,
The track team was scheduled to go to Western for a dual
meet yesterday, and this weekend they · will participate in a
triangular meet with Miami or
Ohio and Ball State at Oxford,
Ohio.

ing speed.

Big Wesley Unseld or the Uni- backcourt along with Cwmbler,
versicy or Louisville took time had 22 markers in the games.
off from his negotiations with
Micke Clark o!Bellarminewas1
professional basketball about becoming a "half-a-millionaire" to the other Bluegrass All-Star. He
lead the Kentucky College All- had 6 points.
Stars to two victories Friday and
Chumbler and Clevenger were
Saturday over the Indiana Stars. credited with exceptional derenUnseld poured in 29 points and sive play in Saturday night's
grabbed 17 rebounds Friday night rout. which saw Kentucky streak
in BuUer ' s Hinkle Fieldhouse to an early 2&-11 advantage.
(Indianapolis) to help Kentucky to
Unseld was the show Friday
a 92-80 conq.~cst in the Sertoma
Charities, games staged to raise night with his big offensive
money Cor handicapped and r&- totals, but Clevenger iced the
first-game victory with four contarded children.
His Saturday night perform- secutive buckets late in thegame.
ance in Louisville's Freedom
Kentucky now holds a 5-1
Hall included 13 points and 21
big rebounds. That's when Ken- series edge in the three-year-old
affair, which has raised more
tucky downed Indiana, 81-77.
than $30,000 for Sertoma and
A pair of Murray State sen- ita interests.
iors, Billy Chumbler and Dick
Cunningham, took part in the
games. Chumbler, a starting
guard, had 15 points in Friday's
game and 9 Saturday night.
Cunningham, seeing limited
action because of the presence
of &-8 All-American Unseld and
Eastern's &-7 Garfield Smith,
scored only one point in each
game. He grabbed seven rebounds
at Freeman Hall.
Western product Greg Smith
was also a "star of sw·s." He
scored 11 and 15points, respcc~
fully, and hauled In only four
fewer rebounds Saturday night
than did Unseld.
Smith of Eastern had seven
7 points for tho weekend, and STARTER .• • Murray's senlcw
Western's Butch Kaufman totaled guard Billy Chumbler, a basket·
4 Friday and 12 Saturday.
ball mainstay this year, wa1 e
1tarter and a star d uring the
Two UK seniors, 'Thad Jar- weekend a ll·ltar games betw.en
acz and ~eve Clevenger. were Kentucky and Indiana 1enion .
also prime helpers. Jaraz had Chumbler scored 24 points In
28 points in the two games and the two games as his tea m
Clevenger, who started in the swept tfM series.

lnERTIOR PARADERS!
Step Oat Ia Style
lor
EAS'ID
V

SPORT COATS
Looking brighter,
bolder, and brisker
for spring, summer,
and Easter Holid1y

V SLACKS
Creating the perfect
co-ordinate and
"distinctive look"

V SUITS
IT'S SURE NO BIRDIE •• • . . The Racer golf tea m, which re·
cently traveled to Cape Coral, Fla., for an invita tional golf tour ney,
moaned about the rugged competit!on a nd rour.h weathe r when
they returned with a third-place finish. But this photo of Racer
J erry Curtis and " friend" would prove otherwise. Now Racer
Coach Buddy Hewitt h u announced the cancellation of a northern
tournament and says the Racers will head south again for the LSU
Invitational (s" 1tory on Page 22). Do you wonde r wfty?

-

Styling for gentlemen
and schol1ra'lfhe Man of Tod1y''
''THE GENTLEMEN'S SHOP"

Oon Soudtr

~~fJ;;

T.he Gentlemen's S.hop

ROTICE

J • L Health Club
OPEN NIGHTS

FOR

WATCH OUT FOR THE OTHER GUY

MEN & WOMEN

FEATURING

Sauna Bath

Massage
Rest Area
Exercise Equipment
3 12 N. 4th St.

Phone 753·7381

Drive
Defen sively!

v
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MURRAY BOWS, 5-4, IN SECOND GAME:

ATripleheader~ No Less I Racers Take 2 From No. Dakotans
It was all in a day's work. , •
And what a day it was I The
Racer baseball team and visiting North Dakota University hooked up in a triplehcader - yes,
a tripleheader - Saturdaymorning and afternoon, with Murray
taking two of three Cor the day's
work.
RJghtAlander Dave Gourieux
pitched Murray to a lG-1 victory
in the "no-brainer" first game
which got under way at 11 in the
morning, Gourieux hurled six
hitless innings, fanned 10, and
allowed only two baserunners.
North Dakota got their only
bit and only run of the game
in the final inning, when ~like
Kistner came on in relief of
the tiring Gourieux.
Gourieux's teammates, meanwhile, bad pushed across three
runs in the first inning and four
in the third to ice the game,
Seven singles comprised the Racer hitting attack, but tlve North
Dakota errors added to the Racer victory cause.
Tite middle game, won by North
Dakota, 5-4, was a see-saw affair from start to finish. The
Dakotans jumped to a .2--0 lead
ln the first inning off Murray
right-hander Don Lee, and after
five It was 3-1, the visitors
leading.
But Murray tied the game in
the bottom of the sixth with a
pair when Phil Hayden led off
with a free pass. After Kistner popped out, Don Harris
cracked a single and Hayden
stopped at second, Catcher Mike
Jones, pinch-hitting for relief
hurler Randy White, then flied out
for the second out.

Sec:ondbaseman Mike FltT,gerald walked to load the bases, and
thirdbaseman Jim Reiddelivered
the tying blow with a clutch single for 2 RBis and a 5-5 count
on the scoreboard.
However, ~orth Dakota came
back in the top of the seventh
with two tallies orf loser Mick·
ey Holland, a freshman righthander.
Another freshman Racer, Stan
Holman, opened the Murray seventh with a booming triple and
scored when Rick Nichols lilted
a sacrifice fiy. But the Racer
nine could not tlnd another run
and fell one short of a tie,
Again the Murrayans had seven
hits, but this time North Dakota equaled them ln the safety
column.
The Racers took the final game
after falllng behind, 2--0, at the
conclusion of one Inning of play,
A pair of duces did it as
Murray gathered two in the second and two in the third Cor the
completion of the day's scoring for both teams.
Thirdbaseman Bill Cole provided the winning margin for Murr ay with a two-run home run
in the third. Hayden, who rode
the homer home, had opened the
third with a single.
Superb left-hander Rodney
Pryor hurled the finale for Coach
Johnny Reagan' s charges, while
North Dakota employed three
pitchers. The sophomore southpaw shut the door on North Dakota after their two first-inning
runs. He allowed onlythreemore
hits while tanning eight.
The Racers had tied the game
in the second with their first

COACH'S DILEMMA .•••• Perhaps a ma jor-league manager's
fa vorite position on the field Is leaning against the railing in front
of the dugout. Murray baseball Coach Johnny Reagan now has his
own railing to lean on and ponder on. The Racer mentor did
plenty of pondering Saturday as his team took two of thr.. games
from North Dakota In baseball's first tripleheader .

NOW THEY CAN HIDE •••. • Wh.n a Racer treme left is catcher Mike Jones climbing Into his
pulls a boner on the baseball field or an opposing gear; at the other end of the dugout Jay Burnett
player Is being "ridden" by the local fans, he looks to the playing field; thirdbaseman Bill Cole
can now find seclusion in Murray's modern new is behind Burnett looking at the ground; end
dugouts. This shot was taken ~turday. At ex· statistician Brad Green Is relaxing In the sunshine.
duece when North Dakota's starting pitcher walked four straight
batters following a leadoff single by outfielder Vita Scavo.
The two victor ies pushed the
Murray worksheet to 4-2 Cor the
spring. A three-game set with
Purdue was a washed out last
! • :u 4
ilL;
week, and a ralnout Friday
brought the decision toplaythree
Saturday.
The Racers were to have played a doubleheader at Western in
their OVC opening games yesterday, but The Xews was going to press when the twin-bill
was supposed to start.
Two single games with St.
Louis University - one tomorrow and one Friday - highlight
their home activity this week.
The Racers are set to travel
to Middle Tennessee:satur<taytor
another double-bill in OVC competition,
Their schedule before the next
issue of The News (May 1) and
after Saturday' s games is
April 15 - Wisconsin, home;
April 16 - Wisconsin (2) home;
PASTIME • . . . . This picture exemplifies " the
April 17 - Wisconsin, home; NATIONAL
moment of truth" In 1 baseball game better than any The News
April 24 - Wester., (2), home, hu
had in many a game. Racer pitcher Rodney Pryer (who de·
April 26 . - Lambuth, home; t.ated North Dakota in Saturda y's third game) is about to deliver;
April 29 and 30- Memphis State, secondbaseman J ay Burnett is intent and ready for a play; and
away.
umpire Bob Hogan Is watching the actlort.

KEEP YOUR COOL
that's what this
p ermanent p re ss tropic-

EASTER SPECIAL
Bring Coupon and Save Up
to 20 % on all garments
Good April lOth through 20th
NOWI RIGHT IN YOUR OWN COMMUNITY
Genuine Nationally Advertised

FIBBIC:Olf IIMSIBLE IEWEIVIlfG
BEFORE

Cigarette Burna - Moth Holes - Cuts 'and Tears
INVJ.SIBLY Rewoven on all Types of Fabrics.
Free E11timates • Prompt Service • Reasonable Prices
INVISIBLE Reweaving eon SAVE that Suit, Dress,
Coat, Pants and Jacket.
Bring your Garments to:

Richardson Reweaving Service
1628 Main St. Murray

light suit is all about!
Andover endorses your idea
about worm·weather comfort.
M atter of fact, we see right
through itt This is the look.
Correct. Collected. In control no
matter what the occasion. This
is the blend that does it
65 •f. Dacron polyester, 35 "/.
rayon in a great selection of
colors, stripes, neat glen plaids.
Keep coot a bout upkeep too:
ma'l:a:"ine wash, tumble dry po~ ively no pressing. About the
price: remarkably refreshing!

$35
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Golf Rookies
SEMo. to 9-9 Tie;
LSU Meet Is Next
Jerry Sri~ is Murray's
new football backfield coach.
Coach Stripling, a .graduate of
MSU, was head coach at Dyersburg High &::hool in Tennessee
prior to accepting the Racer job.

The Racers won two of the
games, and are now 4-2 (not
including yesterday's scheduled
doubleheader at Westerl"\) after
Saturday's 21 innings of baseball.
Freshmen are again playing a
major role In the fortunes of
Coach Johnny Heagan's men.
Pitchers Randy White and Mickey Holland are both rrrst-year
men, and they both hurled Saturday in key situations (with
some success) against North Dakota.
A pairoCCroshoutficlders, 3an
Holman and Eddie Parish, are
also gaining valuable experience
while aiding the team.

• • •

It has finally been decided

by the higher powers which control things on the Murray campus
that the baseball field will remain where it is.
Co~eh

Stripling

Stripling made the All-OVC
team in 1965 when Murray was
~ and ruMer-4.lp for the conference championship.
- Coach Billy Mitchell, former
backfield coach for head Coach
Bill Furgerson, has accepted a
similar post at VIrginia Tech.
~ring

• • •

football practice at Murray is nowunderwayoutsideatter
inside workouts and conditioning
programs have been going on for
some time.
~ring practice wiU continue
until the middle of May when
the annual spring grid game will
be staged May 16.
Racer Coach Bill Furgerson,
who pulled the Thoroughbred football fortunes out of the mud
and brought them back Into the
sunshine last year, has 29lette~
men among his spring s~d or
65 players.
Only tackle Jeff Farmer and
fianker Harvey Tanner will be
lost through graduatioo !rom last
tall's 4-6 team. However, the loss
ot Tanner is a big-BIG loss,
since he was a recorct-setttng
pass catcher for the Racers last
fall. Farmer was a starter on
the offensive unit.
Workouts are being conducted
on Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday,
and Saturday afternoons.

• • •

Sll1urday's baseball triplehead-

er is the first and only one I
can ever remember hearing of
anywhere in orgainzed baseball.

BOWLING
Lambd.t Chi Alpha .... 34
Alpha Tau Ome9a _. 28
Tau Kappa Epsilon . 28'12
PI Kappa Alpha ···~ 24
Vets Club ~.-....... .... 22
Sig m a PI ...........- ........ 23"\r'.a
Sig m a Chi . _ ....._ .. 23
Beta Sig m a ......... ..v 17
Alpha Gam m a llho .. 17
Sigma Nu
.. 15

14

16
191h
20
22
24"1,',
25
27
31
33

TOP 5 SERIES
Jay Burnett ( P IKA ), 596; Bill
Hodge ( ATO ), 566; Ed D' Aiaslo

-

(Vets),

551 ;

(Sigma P I),
tTKE ), 543.

Ron

543;

Terranova

Jo.

Nappi

Coach Johnny Reagan has been
hesitant to ask for lm.;n-ovements for almost 10 years for
fear that the home of his team
would soon be moved to another place.
Now, since the dt-cision is to
keep baseball where it is
and has been "since when," a
few needed Improvements are
being made.
First, modern new dugouts
have been erected for both the
home and visiting teams. The
dugouts are sunken about three
feet (it's a wonder they aren't
completely sunken after the recent downpours) and have what I
think really sets them off as
big league boxes - a railing
in front of the dugout.
A wire cyclone fence is being
constructed around lhe field,
and foul poles now stand in right
and left field.

Also, a new electric scoreboard is in order for the TOO.
roughbred baseball team. It is
high time that these baseball facilities be improved.

Battle •Swim Team'
Take State Honors
"Battle" tactics: Swim and
win.
This seems to be the policy
used by Ken and Ann Battle,
children of Dr. and Mrs. Guy
Battle.
Dr. Battle is head or the English departmnnt.
Ken Battle won first place in
the 100-yard butterfly stroke and
second place in the 50-yard free
style in the Class AA Swimming and Diving &ate Cham.Pionship in Lexington April 6,
Ann won second place in the
100-tly and third place in the
girls' division of the 400-yard
free style.
Ken and Ann swam for Murray
High &:: hool in the state meet.
The school's team placed ninth.
•'That will conclude their
swimming for this season," Dr.
Battle com'l'lented.

The Murray State linksmen
tied Southeast Missouri, 9--9, Friday, at Cape Girardeau, in a
match that was originally canceled Wednesday due to rain.
The match was played in cold,
damp, windy weather, but the
course was In good shape. The
poor weather did hinder the players, however, as no one was able
to break par. (Par was 70 35 out and 35 ln.)
Coach "Buddy" Hewitt once
again gave his rookie linksmen
some valuable experience.
Steve Larson and Corky Ta)'lor
shared low~me honors for Murray, each registering 73. Larson had 36 going out and 37
coming in, while Taylor had 37
out and 36 fn.
Other Racers' scores were:
Dean Weiss and Mike Holt.Qn
with 79 each; Ken Welker with
g4, and JackHenslercameinwith
87.
Brad Harky led SoutheastMissouri with a chilly 78.
Coach Hewitt was extremely
pleased with the play o1 his
men, especially Larson and Taylor. "Their three-over-par 73s
were excellent considering the
weather ractor," the Racer mentor said.
Coach Hewitt also said the
Murrayans have dropped out of
the Southwest Missouri Invitational tournament in order to accept a bid to the Louisiana State
University Invitational.
The tournament a t Baton
Rouge, L.a., Thursday and Friday will feature teams from 22
acnoots.
Among the teams scheduled to
compete are: lSU (the tournament favorite), Florida State
(second ln the Cape Coral tournament), M 1 d d 1 e Termessee,
Western Kentucky.
Mississippi State, Rice, North
Dakota State, fllinols State, and
several schools (rom Louisiana.
Murray will send Ron Acree,
Terrv Carlson. George Casclno,
Jerry Curtis, Bill Douglas, and
Mel RUman, thesamecrewwhlcn
placed third at the rugged Cape
Coral Invitational March 20..23.
Racer mentor Hewitt expects
the field to be somewhat strong.
er than the field in the Cape
Coral tournsment. In the Florida tournament these six linksmen led Murray to a strong
third-place Onish behind Florida and Florida in the 22-team
field.

3-Team Golf Match
With Middle, Peay
Postponed by Rain
The Austin Peay triangular
reatur~ Murray, Middle 'l'ermessee, and Austin Peay
was canceled Thlrsday because
of rain.
golf meet

Get
closer
with a

A definite m'lke-up date has
been set yet but Coach
''Buddy" Hewitt expects the meet
to be rescheduled for either late
April or early May,

not

• Modern Equipment
• Ple1s1nt Atmosphere
• D1tes Pl•y Free
• Free Instructions
on Request

HONDA
Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
offers you all these advantages plus economy:
price, upkeep and insurance are all irresistably
low. Why not join the crowd?
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Department C·4, Box 50, Gardena, California~ 1966 AHM

CRAZY(Across
HORSE
BILLIARDS
From Wilson H11U

THOMAS KORDA SAI.ES
601 S. 4th ST.

753-1822
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Minus Miracle, ORU Tops Murray Fillie Netters Open State
With Shutout of Peabody
Oral Roberts University's tennis team was billed as the "miracle team." It was no miracle,
however, that they handily defeat,.
ed Murray, Middle Tennessee,
and Eastern Illinois in a quadrangular meet here Friday and

Saturdaj'.
"We made a strong showing
against Oral Hoberts. We had
a chance to defeat them," reflected Racer Coach Jesse Spencer.
Coach Spencer was referring to

the MSU vtctories In the doubles
competition and BobWUlett'swin
in the singles. The Murray net·
ters also had several "near-victorie" in the singles matches,
but wound up losing, 6-3.
Bob "Whip" Wlllett defeated
Oral Robert~· Gary Little Cor
Murray's sole victory in the singles competition by a score of
{-:,, lS-ti.

Jim Novitsky and .Mike Whitty
defeated Peter van Li.ngen and
Peka. Sa.Ua. oC Oral Roberts in the
first doubles match, 7-5, 3-6, 6-3.
The other MSU doubles victory
came in the ooxt match when
Andre Cote and Mark Reznich
defeated Ivan Mikysa and Ian
Baudinet, 12-10, 4-6, 6-1.
The Murray termis squad was
also quite successful in the weekend's other matches.
The Racers sbutoutEasternUlinois Friday afternoon in 35-cbgree weather. The hosts also rolJ..
ed by conference foe Middle Tennessee, 8-1, Saturday morning before losing to Oral Roberts, 6-3,
that afternoon; this gave them
second place in the meet.
In competition not involving
Murray, Oral Roberts had no
trouble defeating Middle and
Eastern Illinois, 8-t and 9-0,
respectively. Middle then dofeated Eastern Illinois, 9-0. Last
year Eastern Illinois was the
IIA C champions.
The complete Murray totals:
(Racers versus Oral Roberts)
Novits(iy, No. 1, lost to Peter
van Lingen, ~3, 6-2; Cote, No.
2, lost to Peka Saila. &-3, &.2;
Reznlch, No. 3, lost to Joe Brandi, 0-6, &-1, 6-2; Mike Whitey,
No. 4, lost to Ivan Mikysa, 6-1,
6-2.
Bob Willett, No. 5, defeated
Little, 7-5, 8-6; LarryNiemeyer,
No. 6, lost to Ian Baudinet, &.4,
4-6, 6-3; Novitsky-Whitty defeated Van Lingen - Saila, 7-5, 3-6,
6-3; Cote - Reznich defeatedMlkysa-Baudinet, 12-10, 4-6, &.1; Wil-

lett- Trunnell lost to BrandiLittle, 6-2, &.0.
(Racers versus Mlddle) Novitsky defeated John Prevost, 7- 5,
&.3; Cote lost to Tom Magner,
The Murray women's tennis
&-3, 0-6, &.4; Reznich downed
Jim Seymour, 9-7, 8-6; Whitty team won every match in its
topped Mike Albano, 3-6, 8-6, fU"st encounter of the season,
downing Peabody College of
7-5.
Willett ousted Steve Wakefield, Nashville, Tenn., 9-o, last week.
11-9, 6-4; Niemeyer lost to Mike . Martha Bastin, No. 1 for MurHam-nan, 6-3, &.2; Nm·itsky- ray and ranked No. 4 in the
Whitty easily took Magner-Pre- state, trounced Peabody's Ann
vost, &.1, 6-3; Cote-Reznich out- Baldinger, 6-0, 6-1. Paula Cardid Seymour - Albano, &.1, 4-6, bonell, playing in the No. 2 spot,
7-5; and Willett-Trunnell mas- downed Dallas Brown, 6-1, 6-0,
Peabody's Nancy Koellein fell
tered Wakefield-Beckham, 8-6,8to Murray's Carolyn Wells, &.2,
6.
6-1, in the third position match.
(Racers versus Eastern Illinois) Novitsky defeatedJackWorIn positions four, five, and
thington, &.4, &.4; Cote outlasted
Dan McCawler, 3-6, 6-0, 6-1; six, respectively, sophomoreCaReznich topped Greg Thorn, 6-2, rol Stopper at ~o. 4 handed
6-2; Whitty blasted Rick Ceisler, Susan Mayberry a 6-2, 6-2 d&feat; No. 5 Jean Ann Luther
6-1, &.2.
Willett topped Don Etchinson, edged past Beverly Birdsong,
7-5, &.1; }';iemeyer whitewashed 6-4, 3-6, 9-7; and freshman Vicki
Russell at No. 6, topped Gania
Jack Heller, &-0, &-0.
Novitsky-Whitty edged Worth- Tidwell, 6-1, 6-1, to complete
lngtorrMcCawley, 6-4, 6-4; C~ the singles victories for Murray.
Reznlch handled Thom-Geisler,
ln doubles competition Miss
6-2, 6-2; and Niemeyer-Trunnell
Wells
and Sally Blchon teamedto
took Etehinson-Heller, &.2, 6-2.
down Misses Baldinger and
Brown, 6-0, 6-1, in the No. 1
match; Miss Carbonell and Cind.y

Indiana, Austin Peay
Coming This Week
To Test Net Squad

Almendinger handed the KoelleinMayberry team a 6-0, 6-2 defeat;
and Peabody's Bridsong-Tidwell
team fell to Ann Hunt and Vicki
Thoma, 6-3, 6-3,
The Racer fillies again blasted Peabody last Friday in Nas~
ville's Centennial Park by a score
of 9-0, then on &lturday they
shut out Davtd Lipscomb Col-

lege, 7-o.
In the Peabody matches, Paula
Carbonell defeated Ann Balleng·
er, 8--6, 6-0; Carolyn Wells top.
ped Dallas Brown, 6-0, 6-1; Carol
Sapper plummeted Nancy Koellein, 6-3, 6-0; Sally Bichon defeated S..e Mayberry, 6-0, 6-2;
Ann Hunt outdid Beverly Birdsone, 6-4, 6-0; and Cynthia Almendinger edged Gandi Tidwell,

6-4, 6-4.

"Due to the situation in Memphis we ha.v e decided to play Memphis state April 22 there, •• Coach
Nita Graham said. The match
was supposed to have been played
at Memphis yesterda,y.

The MSU tennis squad, after a
strong showing last weekend, will
be host to Austin Peay today.
Tomorrow the termis team will
face Indiana University also here.
Immediately following the IU
match, the Thoroughbred netters
will leave for a road trip that
will run through April 20.
April 12-14 the Racers will
compete in the Cape Coral Invttational in Cape Coral, Fla.
From there the local squad
will travel to...Atla.PY\. to...meet
Georgia Tech. On the following
day they will meet Clemson Uni-versity in South Carolina.
The Racers arc next
duled to
in a
nessee in Knoxville. In
meet
they will face Tennessee on April
19 and Mississippi State and the
University of Georgia the following day.
Arter this tour the squad will
take six days off before facing
their 1.: cxt opponent, Eastern Kentucky, in another quadrangular
meet.

'OH, GO AWAY' •.• . . Murray's M.,.1ha Butln (foNeround) No
1 player on the Fillle Mt squad, seems to be waving to the b.ll ~
"go away" with her left hand while stroking it with her racket
Action was during the team's 9.0 victory over Peabody Colliia~
last week.
•

YOU CAN ALWAYS T E LL . . • . • When the tennis courts are
lighted and people are busy playing th. net gam• at all hours of
the d1y 1nd night, It could mean only one thing - spring hu
sprung at MSU. Tennis is OM of the top participation spor ts ttn·
joyed by students at Murty.

Get Ready for Spring!
Suits
• Swim
Sleeve
• Short
Shirts
Shirts
• Knit
Walking Shorts
• Jackets
• Tuxedo
•

TOMMY CARRICO'S

Marine Service Station
W. MAIN ST. (ACROSS FROM DAIRY QUEEN)

Major Oualily Gasoline al SpeCial College Prices
Cigarelles ....... 24c

The College · Shop

Bulk Molor Oil

15c

We Sell All Major Brands of Motor Oil
f

I
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9 Sophomores Awarded I~ ·
Military Scholarships ·• • ·
Nine s ophomor es have been
awarded tw<>-year Army ROTC
College Scholarships by the military-science department.
The scholarships w e r c
awarded on the basis c( academic excellence, participation

Actors Are Named
For One-Act Plays
Set for May 9-10
Casts have been chosen for
the four on&-act student-directed playa to be presented May
9-10 in the Auditorium.
The following lfive been chosen for "Aria da Capo" by
Edna St. Vincent Millay: Bobby
Dodd, Murray, will play the pert
of Pierrot: Valerie Umback, Paris, Tenn., Columbine.
Pat Moynahan, LaCenter, C~
thurnus; Terry Walker, Louisville, 'lliYrsfs; and Bill Kraus,
Louisville, Corydon. ·
The cast "The Boor" by A nton Chekov will consist of Steve
Howard as Simirnov; Diana Hill,
Paducah, Mrs. Popov; and Michael Morgan, Fairdale, Luka,
The play "Overtures" by Allee Gerstenberg will have for
its cast Betty Bandy, Louisville,
as Harriett; Kathy Roberts, Columbus, Ohio, Hetty; Amy Brown,
Paducah, Margaret; and Jennye
Ba~ner, Paducah, Maggie.
"The Twelve Pound Look" by
James Barrie wtll be enacted
by Stewie Gillen, Paducah, playing Kate; Jackie Swanson, Paducah, Lady SJme; and AI Horkay,
Lorain, Ohio, Sir Harry.

'\

~

in extracurr.icular activities, leadership potemial, and physical
pr oficiency.
Financial ~ed was not considered in awarding the scholarships.
Those awai·ded the scholarships are:
Lance E. Booth, Murray; Dln
o. Bowlin, Mounds, Ill.; Byron
K. Christmas, Louisville; ~~
ley K. Evanko, Canton, Obto,
Anthony Hallnski Jr. and Th<>mas Halinski, twinbrothersfrom '
North Tonawanda. N.Y.; Dennis
R. Minshall, Washington Courthouse, Ohio; Robert D. Hobert,.
son, Ed<tyvllle; and JohnS. Williams. East Prairie, !\Jo,
These recipients will receive ROTC SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS • •.•• Two·
year Army ROTC College Scholarships have been
full payment for tuition, books, awarded
to these nine sophomores by the military
laboratory expenses , and other science department. The recipients of tiM scholar·
small rees in addition to a $50 ships will receive full payment for tuition, books,
monthly allowance.
labontory expenses, and other small fees In addi·
Upon graduation they will tlon to a $50 monthly allowance. Upon graduation
qualify for an officer's commission In the u.s. Army.

9 Positions Open
For Fall Semester
On Campus Radio
Nine different types or pos itions are being cirered ~xt
year by thecam~s Radio Center,
according to Mr. Tom Morgan,
director .
P06itions are open ror a news
a n d special - events director,
elrama director, music director,
chief engineer, 12 communicators, news staff, engineer s,
sports stalr, and drama staff.
Letters ot application ror these
positions must be made to the
Radio Center Board of Direc·
tors 30% wuson flail ~P'rlday.

they will qualify for an offlcera comm
the U. S. Army. The winners are (front row,
to r ight) Stanley K. Eva.-o, John S. Williams,
Lance E. Booth, and Robert D. Robertson. (back
row ) Thomas Helinski, Byron K. Chriatmas, Dan
0 . Bowlin, Dennla R. Minshall, and Anthony
Helinski Jr.

Federal Funds Sought
For Library Resources

Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman ot
the department of communications, under the direction o!Pr~
sldent Harry M. ~ks recently
sent an application to the federal government asking for$70,000

Students Planning
On Summer School
Urged to See GanH
Mr. Wilson Gantt. registrar,
has urged that all undergraduate
students now enrolled at Murray
State, who plan to go to swnmer
school, come by the Registrar' s
Office as soon as possible to
register.
e added that any graduate student now
school Wl1o was not
a graduate student last summer,
and who plans to go to school
this summer should come by

to Improve the book resources
in the unlversicy Library.
"The $70,000 is really a total
of three separate grants," said
Dr. Mofield. "The first grant is
asking for $5,000 to improve
the ge~ral-book collection in the
Library."
"The second grant," he said,
"is asking Cor $60,000 to
strengthen Library resources for
new programs whieh have been
added within the prece~ two
years."
This would include books for
departments which have recently
started offering major:;, or for
fields in which master's degrees
have been added.
"The third grant is asking for
$5,000 to strengthen the special
collection of' works which only
one universicy has the exclusive rlght too," This category
would include our collection t1
Jessie Stuart's original ~rks .

31st Student Exhibit
To Open April 28
In Fine Arts Bldg.
The 31st Student Exhibition
will open April 28 ln the gallery in the Fine Arts Bldg,
There will be a reception and
presentation of' awards Cor the
students, faculty, and parents.
The exhibition wlll consist of
works from the different areas
or art. These pieces are being
selected by judges who are members of the faculty,
The entries wlll be judged on
the basis or the best work done
by the students during the pr~
ceding semester and from any
work completed by last week.

DressPRESS AWARDS • , . • •
News staff
..,. preaented Sigma Delta Chi journalism awards .t the Kentucky lnhtrcolleglate Press Association Convention In Louisvlll• Friday and
SatW"day. Gary Grace (left), apeclal writer; Gerald Lush (center),
edltor-ln·chlef; and Karl Harrison, sports editor received the
awards for outstanding contrlbutiona to The Murray Stat. News.
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REGISTER ·HERE
NO

FlOWERING and ORNAMENtAt.

PURCHAS~

NE1CESSARY

Braad lew 1968
CIIEYROLET CAIWIO

These Bulovabeautiful watches
are magnificently
calculated to put
your best wrist

forward! Formally
right, presently
perfect!

(TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT LATER DATE)

• Plants: Tomato. Pepper.
Cabbage
• Bedding Plants
• Special Fertilizers
• Grass Seed
• Tools and Mowers
• Weed Killers

SHIRLEY GARBER CEHTER
500 N. 4th ST.

/

MURRAY

753-8944

And don•t forget to register too
For 10 Free Wash Jobs

J. S. OIL Co.
&

MAJOR COMPANY GASOLINE AT
INDEPENDENT PRICES

VIE REVER CLOSE
WE HONOR ALL COURTESY CARDS
Cigarettes 25c

Coffee - Colces

Across From J

on South 12th

When you l.now what moku •
wa<eh U(k, ygu' ll aivt • Bulova

